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1.1
ABSTRACT
An investigation was conducted into the fatigue life
of prestressed concrete flexural members. Two types of
beam fatigue failure were considered, one resulting from
fatigue of the strand reinforcement, tpe other co~res­
ponding, to fatigue failur.e of the concrete in the com-
pressive stress block. Attention was given primarily to
the steel failure, which is the one more liekly to occur
in beam~ of normal design.
A method was developed for predicting the fatigue
life of prestressed concrete flexural members failing by
fatigue in the steel reinforcement under repeated constant
cycle and cumulative damage loadings. A means of obtain-
ing a lower bound estimate of beam fatigue life as limited
by concrete fatigue failure is als.o described.
The work carried out in the investigation consisted
of a pr'ogram of fatigue tests on prestressed concret'e beams,
an experimental study of the fatigue properties of high
strength steel strand re~nforcement, and a theoretical
- 1-
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analysis of the stresses and deformations in a prestressed
concrete flexural member under fatigue loading. The re-
sults of the theoretical analysis can be used together
with the results of the experimental study of strand fatigue
properties to predict the fatigue life of prestressed con-
crete flexural members. A comparison of predicted and
observed fatigue lives for the test beams sho~satisfactory
correlation.
The term fatigue failure was first used by nine-
teenth century engineers to describe sudden, brittle
failures which were observed in apparently sound metal
machine parts. Upon investigation it was discovered that
failure can be induced in materials by the repeated applica-
tion of loads which are considerably smaller than the static
strength. The number of load repetitions required to produce
- 3 - .
Studies conducted during the past half century into
the fundamental behavior of materials and structures have
resulted in many improvements in design procedures. This
has made possible the use of lighter, more slender struc-
tural members. As beams and columns become more slender,
however, a number of effects which previously were of
secondary importance begin to influence the performance
of structures under load. Thus, problems' of instability,
excessive deflections, and fatigue failure have become of
increasing importance until, currently, they frequently
constitute critical design problems.
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fatigue failure in a structural element or machine part
of course depends upon the properties of the particular
material and upon the magnitude of the loadings, but the
number is usually many thousands. Although each load
fluctuation by itself can cause no significant damage,
the effect is progressive, with damage accumulating in
the material as the number of loadings increases, until
eventually the material is so weakened that the loads
cannot be resisted.
Fatigue loading can exist in a variety of forms. The
simplest is a continuous and regular variation of load
between constant minimum and maximum levels.· More com-
plicated forms which are commonly met with in practice
consist of repeated loads of varied magnitude occurring
in random sequence at irregular intervals of time.
1.1 FATIGUE FAILURE IN PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS
Fatigue failure can occur in concrete, as well as in
the metalso Prestressed concrete, being a combination of
concrete and high strength steel, is also subject to the
phenomenon. The possible modes of failure in fatigue of
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prestressed concrete flexural members are comparable in
some ways to the corresponding modes of failure under
static loading, and a similar method of classification is
useful. Thus, failures involving fatigue in the component
materials may be referred to conveniently as "under-·
reinforced", "over-reinforced", or "balanced", depending
upon whether the primary failure takes place in the steel,
in the concrete, or in the two materials more or less
simultaneously. It should be noted that a beam which is
under-reinforced with respect to fatigue failure is not
necessarily under-reinforced from the point of view of
static ultimate strength.
In certain circumstances it may be possible also for
a progressive bond failure to occur along the length of
the beam as a result of fatigue loading. Bond-fatigue
failure, like bond-failure under static loading, will
occur only in regions where relatively steep moment
gradients exist; it is therefore unlikely in flexural
members in which the moment-to-shear ratio is large, and
is more conveniently treated in association with a study
of shear failure. In dealing with the basic modes of
fatigue failure in flexure, attention will be restricted
-6
1.2 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
concrete. Since this state of affairs was realized in
concrete compression region.
. (1 2)~n Europe ' ,
(4,5)
States •
tion on the fatigue resistance of prestressed concrete
Unfortunately, however, this very lack of informa-
It is interesting to note that when prestressed con-
the designs at that time, interest in fatigue failure
extensive to provide answers to the many questions con-
declined and subsequent work has not been sufficiently
possibility of its having poor fatigue properties was a
than acceptance tests, they indicated that fatigue fail-
loadings were not large enough to cause cracking of the
cerning the effects of fatigue loading.
Although these initial investigations were little more
ure would not be a practical problem provided the repeated
matter of concern to many engineers. A number of beam
in this study to fatigue in the tension steel and in the
crete was introduced as a new method of construction, the
fatigue tests were therefore conducted
in England (3) , and later in the United
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members has made necessary the retention in design
specifications of the stipulation of no cracking under
load. This in turn places severe restrictions on possible
improvements and refinements to design procedures. At
present, for example, the economic use of partial pre-
stressing techniques is often ~possible because of code
limitations on allowable bottom fiber concrete stresses.
Before current code requirements can be changed,
far more information must be obtained on the behavior of
prestressed concrete under fatigue loading. Knowledge
of fatigue failure -- which until recently was almost
completely contained in the negative statement that
fatigue failure will not occur if the loads are not
sufficiently large to cause cracking -- must obviously
be broadened to allow quantitative estimates to be made
of fatigue life and safety against fatigue failure under
general loading conditions.
A bibliography and review of research on concrete
fatigue has recently been published by Nordby(6), and it
will not therefore be necessary to give a detailed account
here of previo~s investigations. Nordby's review in-
dicates that earlier studies of fatigue failure in
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prestressed concrete beams have consisted, in the main,
of small experimental programs of beam fatigue tests.
Because of the isolated nature of this work, the conclu-
sions have often been limited to the performance of a
particular type of beam under a particular condition of
loading. Often, too, the published reports have been too
brief even to yield any clear picture of the detailed
sequence of events leading to failure.
Probably the most significant conclusion which can
be drawn from .previous experimental work is with respect
to the type of failure which might be expected in beams
of normal design. A study of th~ test reports indicates
that under-reinforced fatigue failures are by far the
most commonly occurring. I~deed, in the available litera-
ture, only one case of an over-reinforced failure is
reported: Le Camus(7) was able to force a concrete
fatigue failure by usin~ a special reinforced concrete
\
test beam of champignon design with a reduced concrete
compression region. Next to the under-reinforced flexural
fatigue failure, shear-fatigue failure is the most common
fatigue failure reported in the literature.
The most important analytic study of the fatigue
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strength of prestressed concrete beams has been made by
Ekb 1 (8,9,10,11) herg, et.a • Ekberg suggests t at an
estimate of fatigue resistance of a flexural member sub-
, jected to repeated loadings of constant magnitude can be
made by using experimentally obtained fatigue-failure
envelopes for the component materials of concrete and
steel. Typical fatigue failure envelopes for high
strength concrete and steel prestressing strand, taken
from reference (8), are shown in Fig. 1. These figures
indicate, for any given minimum stress level, the magni-
tude of the maximum stress level of a load cycle which
would cause fatigue failure after one million applica-
tions.
The failure envelopes maybe used, together with a
theoretically obtained relation between applied moment '
and the resulting stresses in the beam, to determine
those ranges of loading which would cause failure after
one million repetitio~s. In order to obtain the steel
stress-moment relations, Ekberg refers to an approxi-
mate analysis described by Colonnetti (12). Alternatively
he suggests an approximation obtained by joining with
straight lines the three easily computed points corres-
ponding to zero moment, cracking moment, and ultimate
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moment (9) .
A relation between steel stress and applied moment,
taken from reference (9),is shown in Fig. 2. An example
will demonstrate the use of these figures. Assuming
that the minimum moment in the beam, due to dead load
only acting, is 20 percent, the corresponding minimum
steel stress is found from Fig. 2 to be 48 percent. For
a minimum stress level of 48 percent, Fig. I indicates
a maximum stress level of 64 percent which, from Fig. 2,
corresponds to a moment of 68 percent. Thus, a load
cycle on the beam producing a moment cycle varying be-
tween 20 and 68 percent of the static ultimate moment
could be expected to produce failure by steel fatigue
after one million applications. A similar analysis,
using the concrete fatigue envelope and a relation be-
tween applied moment and top fiber concrete stress, would
yield the load cycle which would cause concrete fatigue
failure after one million repetitions. When the load
cycle corresponding to steel fatigue is smaller than that
corresponding to concrete fatigue an under-reinforced
failure will occur, and vice versa.
The method described above, being simple and
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approximate, ignores several effects which will now be
discussed in turn.
In the treatment of the concrete failure, conditions
are considered only in the extreme concrete compression
fiber, and the problem is treated as a case of fatigue
failure of a concrete element under repeated axial load-
ing. Concrete fatigue failure in fact takes place in
the compression region of the beam in the presence of a
stress gradient. This simplification however seems to
be justified when it is realized that (a) primary con-
crete failure is extremely rare, and (b) in those rare
cases where it does occur, consideration of the extreme
conditions in the outer-most fiber will yield a lower
bound to, and hence a conservative estimate of, fatigue
strength.
Another effect which is not considered, but which
might be of some importance,'is the change which will
occur in the stress-moment relations throughout the load
history as a result of concrete creep and progressive bond
breakdown around the tension cracks. The magnitude of
the change, and the extent to which it will effect fatigue
life, are questions which have not been investigated. Also
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the methods suggested for obtaining the stress-moment
relations are very approximate and can lead to consider-
able error in fatigue life predictions, especially in
the case of low load and long fatigue life where a small
error in stress will caus~ a very large error in the
number of cycles to failure.
Perhaps the most important effect ignored in the
approach is the essentially statistical nature of fatigue
data. Constant cycle fatigue properties of a material
cannot be represented adequately by three dimensional
relations, such as S-N curves and fatigue envelopes,
which involve only maximum and minimum stress levels and
the number of cycles to failure. Recent studies of the
f · . . f . 1 (13,14) 1 1 . d·at~gue propert~es 0 mater~as c ear y ~n ~cate
that the variability inherent in the basic fatigue
properties of materials requires that fatigue phenomena
be treated in probabilistic terms.
In summarizing previous research on concrete fatigue,
Nordby(6) concludes that --- 'Most of the research up to
this time (1958) has been exploratory and investigators
now know what to look for." More specifically, previous
research has indicated the primary importance of the
1
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under-reinforced flexural fatigue failure. Ekberg's
work, besides providing a very simple though very approxi-
mate method of estimating fatigue resistance under con-
stant cycle loading, emphasizes clearly the importance
of experimental studies of the fatigue properties of
the materials as a basis for estimating the fatigue
properties of the member.
Previous research into fatigue failure of prestressed
concrete beams has been entirely restricted to the rather
idealized situation of constant cycle repeated loadings.
In practice it is of course far more usual for successive
loadings to differ in magnitude, and for the load history
to consist of a number of loads of different size, each
with a different frequency of occurrence. Studies of the
fatigue properties of prestressed concrete members under
varied loading patterns have not yet been made, and impor-
tant practical questions concerning the effect on fatigue
life of a relatively small number of high overloads
regularly mixed with the design loading have not been
answered.
1.3 OBJECT AND SCOPE OF DISSERTATION
In this dissertation a method is developed for
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predicting the probable fatigue life of under-reinforced
prestressed concrete flexural members under repeated
loadings of either constant or varied magnitude. The
method is based on a theoretical analysis of the stresses
and deformations in a concrete flexural member under
repeated loadings and on an experimental study of the
fatigue properties of a type of high strength steel used
extensively in the United States in the manufacture of
pretensioned prestressed concrete structures. To provide
detailed information on beam behavior under fatigue load-
ing and to check the accuracy of the method developed
for predicting fatigue life, static and fatigue tests
were conducted on eight prestressed concrete beams of
rectangular section.
The fatigue properties of 7/16 inch diameter, seven
wire, high strength prestressing strand were studied in
an experimental investigation involving constant cycle
tests, cumulative damage tests, and static tests on
approximately 150 specimens. Equations were derived for
the probable fatigue life of strand elements under re-
peated loadings of either constant or varied magnitude.
The values of the test variables were chosen so that the
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range of applicability of the resulting equations covers
most practical situations.
On the basis of an assumed general pattern of beam
behavior, an analysis was made of the deformations and
stresses in a prestressed concrete flexural member under
load. The resulting equations, together with the experi-
mentally determined strand fatigue properties, provide
a means of estimating the probable fatigue life of
flexural members, as limited by steel fatigue failure.
A method of obtaining a lower bound estimate of fatigue
life as limited by concrete failure, by considering
conditions in the extreme concrete fiber, is also in-
dicated. A comparison of predicted and observed fatigue
lives for the test beams shows .satisfactory correlation.
Beam fatigue test data from previous investigations
provide very little quantitative information on beam
- 16 -
The prime purposes of the beam tests were to pro-
vide detailed information on the behavior of flexural
members under repeated loadings and to obtain test data
to check the accuracy of the methods developed in this
dissertation for the prediction of beam fatigue life.
Two beams were tested to failure statically, three
were tested in fatigue under constant cycle loading, and
three were tested in fatigue with varied repeated load-
ings. In addition to the beam tests, a number of tests
were conducted on concrete cylinders to determine the
stress-strain properties of the concrete and the effect
on the stress-strain relation of a prior history of
fatigue loading.
2.1 INTRODUCTION
T EST SBEAM FATIGUECHAPTER 2
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behavior under repeated loadings and so in this investiga-
tion particular attention was given to measurements of the
effect of fatigue loading on beam deflections and concrete
deformations. Fatigue loading was in all cases continued
beyond the first wire failures to determine the post-fail-
ure behavior of the beams.
2.2 TEST SPECIMENS
The eight test beams were all twelve feet long, with
a rectangular cross section approximately six inches wide
and twelve inches deep. The longitudinal reinforcement
consisted of three 7/16 inch diameter high strength steel
prestressing strands placed at a depth of eight inches
below the top surface of the beam. In the first four
beams manufactured, the nominal effective prestressing
force in the strand was 60 percent of the static strength;
in the other four beams the nominal value was 40 percent.
The specimens were thus divided into two groups of four:
Fl through F4, and FS through F8. Apart from static
tests to failure on one specimen from each group, the
beams in the first group were used for the constant cycle
fatigue tests, those in the second for the _cumulative·
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damage tests.
Full details of the specimens are contained in
Fig. 3 and Table 1. Actual dimensions of the beams given
in Table 1 vary slightly from the nominal values. The
effective prestressing forces, shown as Fse in Table 1,
also differ somewhat from the nominal values because of
variability of creep and shrinkage effects in the con-
crete. Strains in the steel due to initial and effective
prestressing forces, E . and £ ,are shown in Table 1
s~ se
together with elastic and creep strains in the concrete
at the steel level, ~ and ~~. Since it was impossible
ce c
to test all the beams at the same age, the effect of varia-
tions in age at time of test was minimized by commencing
the tests approximately 150 days after manufacture of the
specimens. Actual ages at time of commencement of test
are shown in Table 6.
Stirrup reinforcement was included in the shear
spans of the beams, but not in the pure moment test
regions. Six two-leg stirrups of 3/8-inch intermediate
grade reinforcing bar were placed in the end regions of
each beam at six inch spacings, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Materials
The concrete used in the beams was made from 3/8-
inch maximum size crushed limestone, fine Lehigh river
sand, and type III,high early.strength Portland cement.
Sieve analyses of the aggregates are shown as grading
curves in Fig. 4. The fineness modulus of the sand was
2.65. The specific gravities of sand and coarse aggregate
were 2.65 and 2.69, respectively.
The same nominal concrete mix was used throughout,
although slight changes were made in the water content
of different mixes to adjust for -variations in the mois-
ture content of the sand. An attempt was made to keep
the slump at approximately two inches. The concrete was
mixed in six cubic foot batches in a horizontal drum,
positive action mixer for three minutes and then trans-
ported in buggies to the prestressing bed. Five batches
of concrete were used in the manufacture of each group of
four beams.
In Table 2, details are given of the mix quantities
and the regions in the test beams where the different
batches were used. It will be noted that concrete from
only one batch was placed in the test region of each beam
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in order to obtain greater uniformity. Results of static
,
tests conducted at the time of the beam tests on three
cylinders from each batch are also contained in Table 3.
The strand reinforcement used in the experimental
work of this dissertation was obtained in two lots from
the manufacturer, John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation.
They were purchased as typical samples of high strength
steel prestressing strand and had gone through the normal
manufacturing processes of extrusion, cold drawing,
spinning, and stress relieving. Lot I was used in the
manufacture of the test beams and also for a small number
of static and fatigue tests to determine its properties;
the strand in Lot II was used in the experimental study
of strand fatigue properties described in Chapter 3.
Details of the chemical composition of both lots are
given in Table 3. The results of four constant cycle
fatigue tests conducted on specimens from Lot I are con-
tained in Table 5; these results are also plotted in Fig.
48 where they may be compared with the results of similar
fatigue tests conducted on Lot II specimens. Although
the mean static strength of the Lot I specimens is con-
siderably lower than for Lot II -- 27.3 kips compared
with 28.65 kips -- the fatigue strengths, stated as
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percentages of static strength, agree quite well. As
can be seen in Fig. 48 the results of the Lot I specimen
tests are evenly distributed arou~d the mean S-N line.
The details of the test procedures used in the static
and fatigue tests of Lot I strand are similar to those
described in Chapter 3.
Manufacture of Test Beams
The beams were manufactured four at a time in a
prestressing bed erected on the dynamic test bed in
Fritz Engineering Laboratory. Three strands running
the length of the bed were positioned and tensioned to
the required initial prestressing force. Formwork and
stirrups were assembled for four beams end to end along
the strands, and the concrete was placed. After the
concrete had set, the side forms were removed and the
beam surfaces were prepared for deformation measure-
ments. The concrete was then covered and kept moist.
At an age of approximately five days the strand forces
were gradually released, and the strand between the beams
was burned off close to the concrete. The beams were
stored for thirty days at a temperature of approximately
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70 degrees F. under ~et burlap and moisture-proof plas-
tic sheeting. After this initial period of curing they
were stored in the laboratory at room temperature and
humidity.
Measurement of Prestressing Force and Losses
During the prestressing operations the strand
forces were measured with dynamometers placed at each
end of the strands. The dynamometers were made from
eight inch lengths of pipe, one and one-half inch out-
side diameter and one-half inch inside diameter. SR-4
strain gages were attached to the outside surface, and
the dynamometers were calibrated so that the strand
forces could be determined from the strain readings on
the side of the pipe.
A ten inch gage length Whittemore deformeter was
used to measure elastic strains and creep and shrinkage
strains on the sides of the beams. When the concrete
iri the beams had hardened, grids of small aluminum
targets were cemented to both sides of the beams in the
test region in the pattern shown in Fig. 6. The beams
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lay in an east-west direction during casting and test-
ing and for convenience the gage lengths for deforma-
tion measurements were labelled East (E), Right (R),
and Right-Right (RR) proceeding in the direction east
of the centerline, and West (W), Left (L), and Left-
Left (LL) proceeding in the direction west of the center-
line. Grid points were placed at the steel level on the
north and south sides of the beam in the six sections
RR through LL. Additional grid points were placed in
the East and West Sections at six different levels, as
shown in Fig. 6, so that in these regions the vertical
distribution of strain could also be measured. Elastic
and inelastic strains in the concrete obtained from
deformeter readings made before and after release and
during the curing process were used to determine the
elastic and inelastic concrete prestress losses. The
grid of gage points described above was also used for
deformation measurements during testing of the beams.
2.3 TEST PROCEDURE
All static and fatigue tests were conducted in the
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loading frame shown in Fig. 7. The beams were supported
on a ten foot test span with a fixed support at one end
and a rocker at the other to avoid any restraining
effects. Two equal loads were applied symmetrically to
the beams through steel distributor plates four inches
wide and three-quarters of an inch thick. The distributor
plates were grouted to the top surface of the concrete at
sections three feet from each support. Two twenty kip
capacity Amsler jacks with spherical seatings at each
end were used to apply both the static and dynamic load-
ings.
Static ultimate strength tests were conducted on
beams F3 and F6; beams Fl, F2, and F4 were tested in
fatigue with constant cycles of loading; beams FS, F7
and F8 were tested in fatigue with a varied pattern of
loading.
Static Ultimate Strength Tests
For the static tests to failure, a pendulum dyna-
mometer was connected to the loading jacks to deliver
pressure and also to measure load.
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Loads were added to the beams in two kip increments.
Concrete deformations were measured on the grid shown in
Fig. 6 at each load increment; deflections were measured
at the load points and at the centerline with Ames dial
gages in contact with the lower surface of the test beam.
As the loading became high, considerable creep occurred,
and in order to allow the readings to settle down to
relatively steady values a period of time was allowed
to elapse between the application of a load increment
and the measurement of deformations and deflections. The
loading was increased until failure took place.
Constant Cycle Fatigue Tests
An Amsler pulsator was used to apply pressure to
the jacks during the beam fatigue tests. The pulsator
consists essentially of a pump·which exerts a constant
force in a pressure cylinder, and a piston within this
cylinder which produces a sinusoidal variation in the
cylinder pressure. The varying cylinder pressure is
transmitted by pipes to the hydraulic jacks. Since
friction losses throughout the sys,tem are extremely
low, the, oil pressure at the jack is used as an accurate
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measure of the applied load. Maximum and minimum pres-
sures in the jack piston are thus picked up and indicated
by dial gages mounted on the pulsator. By reducing the
amplitude of the sinusoidal pressure variation to zero
the pulsator can be used to apply static loads. Operat-
ing frequencies of 250 and 500 cycles per minute are
possible with the equipment. Fatigue loading was applied
in the constant cycle beam tests at 250 cycles per minute.
Prior to the commencement of each fatigue test,
two static tests were conducted on the beam to loads
slightly higher than the maximum value to be used in
the repeated load cycle. Fatigue loading was also inter-
rupted at regular intervals in order to make additional
static tests. Deformation and deflection measurements
made during the static load tests indicated accurately
the changes in the response of the beam which occurred
in the previous sequence of fatigue loading. Crack
development was recorded in each static test during an
inspection of the beam while under maximum load. The
fatigue loading was continued, with interruptions only
for static tests, until failure.
In the first fatigue test, conducted on beam Fl,
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dynamic deflections were initially measured with a
small spring steel cantilever placed beneath the beam
with its free end connected to the lower concrete sur-
face by a thin, vertical aluminum rod. Deflections
were recorded on brush equipment connected to strain
gages on the upper and lower surfaces of the cantilever.
Considerable "drift" occurred in the readings during
the initial sequence of repeated loadings and prevented
accurate measurements of dynamic deflections.
This apparatus was replaced by Ames dial gages.
During fatigue loading the gages were taped down out
,
of contact with the moving test beam. Extreme deflec-
tions under dynamic load were obtained by untaping the
gage, holding the plunger, and allowing it to extend
slowly upwards until it made contact with the lower
surface of the test beam in its position of maximum
deflection. Dial gages used in this way gave satisfac-
tory performance and were used to measure deflections
at the centerline and load points during both static and
dynamic loading.
In order to preserve the centering of the jacks
on the distributor plates and the beam on its supports,
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a minimum load of 4.5 kips per jack was always maintained
on the beam. An attempt was made to obtain the same load
cycle in all three constant cycle tests so that three
replications would be obtained of the one fatigue test.
A comparison of dynamic deflection readings with the load
deflection curves obtained during the static tests pro-
vided an accurate measure of the actual loadings, includ-
ing inertial effects, on the beams. Details of the applied
loadings are contained in Table 6.
Cumulative Damage Tests
The cumulative damage tests were conducted in the
same manner as the constant cycle tests, except that the
fatigue loading varied between a constant minimum level
and three different maximum levels. In order to mix the
three load cycles evenly and at the same time have a
repeated loading pattern which could be followed by the
fatigue equipment, the load cycles were arranged in
blocks which wer~ repeatedly applied to the beam until
completion of the test. Each block contained a total
of 30,000 load cycles. As shown in Fig. 8, the load
block contained~ in order, 1~000 repetitions of the
smallest load cycle, 9,000 repetitions of the
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intermediate load, and 3000 repetitions of the maximum
load cycle. Since the size of one load block was always
very small with respect to the fatigue life of the beam,
an even distribution of the three different loadings
throughout the loading history was obtained.
The cumulative damage tests were conducted using
the Amsler Pulsator previously described. Since there
was no programming arrangement on this equipment, all
load changes were made manually. It was found that an
experienced operator could change the loading from one
level to the next within 200 cycles.
Static tests to loads slightly higher than the
maximum load cycle were conducted prior to and inter-
spersed through the fatigue loading in the manner des-
cribed for the constant cycle tests. A minimum load-
ing of 3.8 kips per jack was maintained on the beams
to preserve centering. The fatigue loading was applied
to beams F7 and F8 at the rate of 250 cycles per minute~
to beam F5 at 500 cycles per minute. Apart from the
regular static tests, rest periods of from four to six
hours were introduced in each 24 hour peri04.
A comparison of dynamic deflection readings with
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static load-deflection curves again provided an accurate
measure of the loadings actually applied to the beams.
An attempt was also made in these tests to obtain the
same loadings on all three beams, but a theoretical
estimate of the inertial loading effect for beam F5,
tested at 500 cycles per minute, proved to be slightly
inaccurate. The maximum load cycle applied to F5 was
for this reason approximately 0.2 kips smaller than that
used in F7 and F8. Values of the actual loadings are
given in Table 6.
2.4 BEAM TEST RESULTS
Static Tests to Failure
Beams F3 and F6, which were tested statically,
failed in a manner typical of under-reinforced beams by
yielding of the steel and then crushing of the concrete
in the outer compression fibers. Cracking loads and
ultimate loads are given in Table 1.
The centerline deflections of the two beams are
plotted against load in Fig. 9. In the higher load
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range, F6, which had the lower prestressing force,
deflected considerably more than F3, although its
ultimate load is actually slightly higher.
The completed cracking patterns for the be~s are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Cracks were restricted almost
entirely to the pure moment test region. One inclined
crack however formeq. in the east shear span of each
beam, but never at any time did shear failure appear
likely. A strong tendency was observed in these tests,
and also in the initial.static tests conducted ori the
fatigue specimens, for the flexural cracks to follow
a more or less vertical path to the level of the steel
reinforcement, then to branch into two opposing in-
clined cracks. The tendency 1's clearly seen in the
patterns recorded in Figs. 10 and 11.
The observed cracking patterns on the north and
south sides were quite similar in the static tests,
and indeed also in the fatigue tests, and concrete
deformations at corresponding gage lengths. on either
side of the beam were nearly equal. Average top fiber
concrete strains, extrapolated from the deformation
readings in the East and West sections, are shown in
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Fig. 12. Maximum and minimum values of concrete deforma-
tions at the steel level were recorded in sections Rand
RR in bea;m F3, and in the West andLL sections in beam
F6,and are plotted against load in Fig. 13. Sinceat
least one crack had formed within every gage length in
each beam, measured concrete deformations were distri-
buted approximately linearly with respect to depth.
Beam Behavior under Fatigue Loading
Beam behavior under fatigue loading followed a
common pattern in all six fatigue tests and will be
described in terms of deflections, deformation~and
cracking patterns.
Deflections increased quite consideraply under
fatigue loading, particularly in the early load cycles.
Deflections observed in the periodic static tests ar~
shown, together with dynamic deflections, in Figs. 14
through 19 for the six specimens. In the figures,
triangles are used to represent test points for the
first static load cycle so that they will not be con-
fused with test points for the second load cycle.
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Dynamic deflections are shown by dashed lines. Due to
unsatisfactory performance of the brush recording
equipment, accurate dynamic deflection measurements
were not obtained for beamFl and hence are not shown
in Fig. 14. The three dashed lines shown in Figs. 17,
18,and 19 correspond tQ the three different maximum
load levels used in th~ cumulative damage tests. In
the constant cycle tests, where the fatigue loading was
more severe, deflections continued to increase, though
at a decreasing rate, until the failure of the first
wire. In the cumulative damage tests, however, there
was a stronger tendency for the deflec~ions to settle
down to steady values. In4ee4 in the test of beam F8
deflections actually began to decrease slightly after
600,000 cycles of loading.
Concrete deformations measured on the sides of the
beams were greatly influenced by the presence 0+ absence
of flexural cracks. When there were no cracks in a
particular gage section, tensile deformations tended to
be very small, and were ver~ little influenced by fatigue
loading. In beam F7, for example, cracks did not form
in the West region and the deformations at the steel
level in this gage length, at load 10.5 kips, are one-
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tenth those in other regions, as is shown in Fig. 20.
In beam F2, also, absence of cracks in ~egion R resulted
in relatively low deformatioI'\s, as shown in Fig. 21. 1;n
Fig. 22 the distribution of concrete deformations in
beam F7 in the East and West re~ions are plotted. Whereas
the distribution is i:lpproximately linear in the section
coptaining a flexural crack, there is a sharp discontin-
. .
;'/'
qity in the distribution below the neutral axis in the
West region because of the absence of cracks in th~s
section and the presence of cracks in adjacent sections.
Concrete deformations at the steel level in the failure
region at various stages of fatigue loading are shown
for all beams in Figs. 23 through 28. Values for zero
load have been obtained by extrapolation and ~re shown
as dashed lines. Average top fiber concrete compressive
strains, measured in the failure region, are shown for
each beam in Figs. 29 through 34. V~lues for zero load
have also been obtained by extrapolation and are shown
by dashed lines.
The patterns of cracking which formed during the
initial static tests were similar to those observed in
the static ultimate tests. Some extension of the exist-
ing cracks took place during the fatigue loading,
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particularly in the early load cycles, but no new cracks
formed in any of the beams as a result of repeated load-
ings. Most of the crack development due to fatigue
loading had taken place when approximately thirty
thousand cycles of loading had been applied, aft~r
which development was almost nil until after some wires
had snapped. The cracking patterns for all beams are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
It is thus seen 'that after a short initial period
in which deflections and deformations increased con-
siderably and crack extension took place, the beams
settled down -- particularly beams F5, 7, and 8, on
which the fatigue loading was less severe -- to give
a fairly consistent and constant response to load. No
indication was given in any of the beams of whether
or not wire fatigue f~1lure was imminent.
The fracture of a wire in the beam could always
be detected by a distinctive sound, together with a
small but sudden increase in maximum deflection and
a slight fall-off in load. The region containing the
wire failure was determined from the deformation read-
ings taken in the next static test. After sudden
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increases in deflection and deformations which aC90m-
panied ~he initi~l wire failure, th~ b~amstendedto
settle down with a consistent response to loading, but
with stightly decreased rigidity. A considerable n~ber
of cycles often sep~rated the first and second wire
failures, but the interval separating successive fail-
ures tended to decreafiJe as th~ number of failed wires
increased. Thus the post~fail~re behavior of the beams
consisted of an increasing rate· of change ofdeflec-
tions, increased permanent set,and steadilydecreasiq.g
rigidity. The beam fatigue tests were continued until
beam rigidity was cpnsiderably reduced by the failur~
of four or five wires~ . When the wires began to f8,1l
in the beams the crac~ingpatterns began to ext~nd. A
. .
tendency was noted for those cracks which had already
become inclined under the initial static loads to take
almost horizontal paths and lirik together to form a
continuous pattern running through a considerable por-
tion of the test section at a level a little below the
neutral axis. This tendency was particularly. pronounced
in beam Fl and is recorded in the completed cracking
pattern for that ,,~~ in Fig. 10. Fatigue load;l.ng was
continued on one bea~, F7,uQti~ so many wires had
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snapped that the static strength of the specimen had
been reduced to the value of the maximum applied dynamic
load. This test was terminated when concrete crushing
was observed in ~he top fibers of the beam. Another
beam, F8, was tested statically to failur~ after 5 wires
had snapped due to fatigue loading, its static ultimate
strength is recorded in Table 1.
Beam Fatigue Test Results
The results of the beam fatigue tests are recorded
in Table 6. Values of the applied loading have been
obtained by comparing dynamic deflections with the load
deflection curves obtained at regular intervals during
the static tests, and are average values taken over the
entire history of loading up to failure. The terms Nl ,
N2 , etc. in Table 6 refer to the number of load cy~les
at which the first, second. wire failure, etc. took place.
2.5 CONCRETE C~LINDE~ TESTS
Static ultimate strength tests were conducted at
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the time of the beam tests on three cylinders from each
concrete batch to obtain the values of concrete strength
given in Table 2.
In addition to the static strength tests, an addi-
tional 30 cylinders were tested to determine stress-
strain relations for the concrete and to observe the
effect upon the stress-strain relation of a prior his-
tory of fatigue loading. Strain measurements were made
with two six inch A9 electric resistance strain gages
placed 180 degrees apart on the side of the cylinder.
In tests involving large numbers of load appl~ations,
a Whittemore deformeter was used with aluminum targets
cemented to the side of the cylinders to check the st;rain
gage readings against drift.
The first load cycle was applied statically to
allow strain readings to be made with a static strain
indicator. The predetermined number of load cycles
was then applied at a rate of 500 cycles per minute,
and finally the specimen was tested statically to fail-
ure with strain readings being taken at regular inter-
vals up to the ultimate load. Two different load cycles
were used for pre-loading. Each cycle had a minimum
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load level of 20 kips, while maximum load levels were
100 and 130 kips. Concrete fatigue tests currently
being conducted in Fritz Engineering Laboratory indicate
'for this strength concrete that the smaller load cycle,
20 to 100 kips, may be regarded for all practical
purposes as an understress, i.e. to have an infinite
fatigue life. Fatigue tests to failure on three cylin-
ders indicated an average fatigue life of 300,000 cycles
for the 20 to 130 kip load cycle. Tests were conducted
with pre-loadings of 0, 20, 30,000, and 100,000 cycles
for each of the load cycles. An additional test was
conducted with one million pre-loadings of the smaller
cycle. Each test was replicated at least three times.
The strain readings from the final loading cycle
to failure for each test are plotted in non-dimensional
form in Figs. 3S through 42. The results of th~ initial
stat'ic test were used to determine the value of the tan-
gent modulus of elasticity at the commencement of the
test, Eco . The amount of inelastic strain in the
cylinder due to the repeated loadings, ~f', was measured
c
prior to the final static test. Ultimate values of
stress and strain measured during the static test to
failure, f~ and E. u ' together with the initial modulus
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of elasticity, were obtained during the final test.
Mean values of these quantities are shown in the
figures.
3.1 TEST VARIABLES
In the description of the strand fatigue tests and
analysis of results which follow, maximum and minimum
- 41 -
Static tests were also conducted on a number of
specimens to determine the stress-strain properties and
static strength of the strand.
The strand fatigue tests are divided into two
groups. The constant cycle tests co~prising the first
group were designed to provide an empirical relation
between minimum and maximum stress level and probable
fatigue life. In the cumulative damage tests comprising
the second group, the specimen was subjected to a fatigue
loading which fluctuated between a constant minimum level
and either two or three different maximum levels. These
tests provided data on the fatigue life of strand elements
subjected to varied patterns of repeated loading.
FAT I G U E PRO PER TIE S 0 F
PRE S TR E S SIN G S T RAND
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stress levels and load levels are stated for convenience
as percentages of the static ultimate strength.
Constant Cycle Tests
The constant cycle fatigue tests were conducted with
minimum stress levels of 40 and 60 percent of the static
ultimate strength. Various maximum stress levels were
chosen to give fatigue lives varying between 50,000 and
5 million cycles for each minimum stress level. Ap~rt
from several tests which yielded fatigue lives outside
of this main region of interest, at least six replica-
tions of each test were made. Details are given in Table
9 of the different values used for maximum and minimum
stress levels and of the number of test replications. One
test, with minimum and maximum stress levels of 60 and 80
percent, was replicated 20 timesin order to obtain informa-
tion not only on mean fatigue life but also on the manner
in which the different values of fatigue life were dis-
tr~buted around the mean.
Cumulative Damage Tests
The strand cumulative damage tests were conducted in
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a manner similar to the beam cumulative damage tests, by
repeatedly applying to the specimen a block of load cycles
until. it failed in fatigue. A constant minimum stress
level of either 40 or 60 percent was maintained in each
block of load cycles, while the maximum stress level varied
between two or three different values, as shown in Fig. 43.
The smallest load cycle in any block was also the most
frequently occurring and will be referred to as the design
or predominant loading. The larger, less frequently
occurring load cycles may be regarded as overloadings. In
some tests the design load was smaller than the fatigue
limit indicated by the constant cycle test data, in others
it was higher. The overloadings, however, were always
larger than the fatigue limit.
In one series of tests the main variable was the
number of cycles contained in the load block. Otherwise,
the size of the load blocks was chosen to be approximately
one-tenth of the expected fatigue life.
In general, the cumulative damage tests were replica-
ted either two or three times, but in one case ten replica-
tions were made to observe the distribution of the values
about the mean.
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3.2 SPECIMENS
Strand test specimens were taken from a fifteen
hundred foot length of seven-sixteenth inch diameter strand,
which was designated Lot II. The chemical composition of
the steel is shown in Table 3. The strand was cut into
. ".
seventy-four lengths approximately twenty feet in length;
two specimens were taken from each length and were numbered
consecutively in order of use. Thus, each specimen has a
length -number, prefixed by the letter L, and a test number,
prefixed by the letter S; for example, L36-S45, etc. To
minimize the effect of possible variations in material
properties along the fifteen hundred foot sample, the
test lengths were used in random sequence.
The specimens were held with a device which was
designed to minimize stress concentrations and hence pre-
vent premature fatigue failure in the gripping region.
After a number of different methods had been tried, a
gripping arrangement was finally adopted in which the
force in the test piece was transmitted partly through a
cement-grout bond anchorage and partly through a strand
vise anchorage at the end of the specimen. Details of
the grip are shown in Fig. 44.
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The specimens were prepared in pairs. A twenty foot
length of strand was tensioned to 70 percent of the static
strength in a small prestressing frame, and the elements
of the gripping devices were assembled around it. When
the force in the strand was released, the strand vises
at the end of each specimen retained a force in the test
piece of approximately 45 percent of the static strength.
A stiff sand-cement-water grout, of proportions 1.3:1.0:
0.3, was then packed by hand around the strand and the
transverse tension bolts. The specimens were left a
minimum of twenty-four hours, and, just prior to testing,
the transverse bolts were tightened. The spacing piece
was removed only when load was applied to the specimen
at the beginning of the test.
3.3 TEST PROCEDURE
A general view of the strand fatigue testing arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 45. The specimen was tested in a
vertical position, with the lower end pinned to a solid
base and the upper end pinned to a horizoqtal beam. The
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beam was pinned to a supporting frame at one end and
rested at the other on a~kiP capacity Amsler .jack.
Dynamic load applied to the jack by an Amsler pulsator
induced a dynamic reactive force in the test specimen.
The loadings were applied at a rate of 500 cycles per
minute.
In several tests dynamic strain measurements were
made with SR-4 gages attached to the upper and lower
surfaces of the beam and to individual wires in the
specimen. A comparison of dynamic strains with strains
measured under static loading indicated that inertial
effects were negligible. The test set-up was calibrated
so that the jack loads, indicated on dial gages attached
to the pulsator, could be used as a measure of the speci-
men loads.
In the first fatigue tests, which were conducted
with 60 percent minimum stress levels, the specimens were
positioned halfway between the beam supports. In order
to improve the accuracy with which the loads in the
specimen were measured, the testing set-up was modified
to allow specimens to be 'positioned at the quarter point
closer to the jack. To maintain uniformity in the ~est
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results, however, the remaining 60 percent minimum stress
level tests were conducted at the half-point position,
while all of the 40 percent minimum stress level tests
were conducted at the quarter-point.
The static specimens were tested in a 300 kip capacity
Baldwin Univer~al testing machine. The gripping arrange-
ment developed for the fatigue tests was used also for
all static strength tests. Load-strain curves were ob-
tained from elongation measurements made over a 50 inch
gage length with Ames dial gages. To compare the average
strains measured in the strand with actual steel strains,
several tests were conducted with strain gages attached
to individual wires in the test piece.
3.4 TEST RESULTS
Static Tests
The results of the static ultimate strength tests
on Lot II strand are contained in Table 7. All specimens
failed in the open length of strand between the end grips.
A mean load-strain relation, obtained from elongation
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measurements on a 50 inch gage length,is shown in Fig.
46, where it is compared with a loaf;i-strain curveoQtained
using SR-4 gages atta~hed to individual wires. The lower
value of the modulus of elasticity of the strand, 28.0 x
106 p.s.i. as against 30.0 x 106 p.s.i. for the individual
wire, is probably due to a tendency for the twisted wires
to straighten slightly under load.
Constant Cycle Fatigue Tests
The constant cycle fatigue test results are contained
in Table 8, where values of the minimum and maximum stress
levels are· given, in percentages of static strength, togeth-
er with the number of load cycles at which the first wire
in the strand fractured. The results are summarized, for
purposes of analysis, in Table 9.
One of the six outside wires was always the first to
. fail in fatigue. Successive failures occurred in other
outside wires until the remaining wires were so overstress-
ed that they failed statically. Those wires which had
failed in fatigue could be clearly distinguished by a
typical fracture surface containing a crescent shaped
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fatigue crack.
The number of load cycle~ separatirig the first and
second wire failures was variable. Sometimes the first
and second wires snapped almost simultaneously, with com-
plete strand failure following quickly. On o~her occaS-
ions, usually in tests with smaller load cycles, the inter-
val was large. Always, however, considerahle elongation
occurred in the specimen when the first wire failed.
In the majority of the specimens the failure section
was in the open region between the gripp~ng pieces. When-
ever the failure was within the grips, a careful inspec-
tion was made to determine whether the strand had rubbed
against the steel front end block of the grip. In one
test, Ll-S2, this had actually occurred because of in-
correct grip alignment during manufacture and caused a
considerable decrease in fatigue life. This test is
marked with an asterisk in Table 8 and is not included
in the analysis of the results •.
The fatigue life of specimen L4-S6 was much lower
than for other similar tests. An inspection of the fail-
ure section showed that fatigue had taken place in one
of the wires in a region where a weldment had been made
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during manufacture of the strand. This test res~lt,
indicated by a double asterisk in Table 8, is also dis-
carded in the analysis of the results.
Cumulative Damage Tests
Fatigue failure unde~ cumulative damage loading was
similar to constant cycle fatigue failure. However,
actual wire fracture only took place during the applica-
tion of overloadings. Even when several wires had already
failed, furth~r failures did not occur while loadings were
being applied which were smaller than the fatigue limit.
The results of the cumulative damage tests are con-
tained in Tables 10 through 15. A small number of ~he
cumulative damage test specimens failed prematurely as
a result of rubbing of the strand against the end block
of the grip; the test results are given in the tables,
but are marked by asterisks and are not used in the
analysis of the results.
3.5 ANALYSIS OF CONSTANT CYCLE FATIGUE TESTS
Scatter is inherent in the results of all experimental
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work. It is presented in the quantities being measured
because of the essential variability of material proper-
ties; it is further introduced by imperfect methods of
measurement and testing. Often the order of ~he scatter
is small in comparison with the magnitude of the quantity
being measured, in which case the quantity is adequately
represented by the mean value. Thus, the static ultimate
{t,..--< '
strength of the Lot II strand can be taken as 28.68 kips,
/'
the mean value of the test results in Table 7.
On so~e occasions, however, the d~viations of results
of similar tests from the mean value can be of the same
order as the mean value itself. Such a situation has·
'occurred in the constant cycle fatigue test data. For
example in the group F data in Table 9, the fatigue life
observed in twenty replications of the same test varied
between 235,000 cycles for specimen L64-S37, and 40,900
cycles for specimen L16-S46. Although a portion of the
scatter in fatigue test results can always be attributed
to experimental technique, it is now generally recognized
that considerable variability is inherent in the phenomenon
(13)
of fatigue failure.
With scatter of such magnitude in the results of
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similar tests, simple S-N curves and fatigue envelopes
are clearly inadequate representations of fatigue proper-
ties. It is therefore necessary to associate varia-
bility with fatigue failure by treating the values of
fatigue life observed in test replications as a sample
taken from an infinite population of values which is
distributed in some manne~ about a central or mean value
and is represented by some distribution function. Thus,
for any load cycle which might be applied to a specimen,
we consider the probability of failure, P, to vary be-
tween zero and unity, and with each value of P we
associate a number N, such that the probability is P
that failure will occur at a number of cycles equal to
or less than N.
Several investigations have been conducted in order
to obtain information on the shape of frequency distri-
butions associated with the phenomenon of fatigue fail-
(15)
ure. MUller-Stock made 200 replications of a con-
stant cycle fatigue test on steel specimens and obtained
a distribution having a pronounced skew with a long right
hand tail. F+eudenthal (13) obtained similar results and
has shown, by a theoretical argument using several reason-
able but approximate physical assumptions, that the
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The log-normal distribution has the probability
(3.2)
(3.1)• e1
- cC
, ~X
- 1 e
) 21\t'~ =
are the mean and standard deviation of
P = F (X)
f(X) =
where X = log N,
(16)
Weibull has sugges~ed that although the log-
and fL' and ()
and cumulative distribution function
density function
the distribution at a distance from the mean value, and
data is not extensive enough to provide information on
values very satisfactorily. In most cases, however,test
normal distribution may fit test data well in the cen~ral
distribution should be approximately logarithmic-normal.
the log~normal distribution has been used ina number of
. .. (17)
recent ~nvest~gat~ons. " i, .
region around the mean value, it may not represent extreme
I
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have been obtained.
reduces each set of data to one with a mean of zero and
the set of data being grouped. Thts change of variable
(3.3)log N - log N .
D
Z =where
standard deviation of unity. A plot of the grouped con-
by making a change of variable from log N to Z,
In order to investigate the suitability of the log-
stant cycle fatigue test data is compared with the log-
2
normal distribution in Fig. 47. The details of the )(
test for the grouped data are contained in Table 17. The
*F~r-a-des~ripti~n-of the --;:2 test, see p. 85, Ref. 18.
and log Nand D are the mean and standard deviation of
conducted using all of the test· data contained in Table 9.
The data for different load cycles were grouped together
was conducted on the 20 replications of the group F
data.* The details of the % 2 test are contained in
Table 16. A 1C2 value of 1.2 was obtained which was well
within the .05 significance level. A second ~2 test was
normal distribution to the constant cycle fatigue test
2 . .
results of this investigation a % goodness-of-fit test
the population of log N values. The functions f(X) and
F (X) are completely determined when values for p.. and <l
I
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2 . f
'tv value of 10.07 is again well within the 0.05signi i-
cance level value.
The assumption ofa log-normal distribution is
apparently in reasonable agreement with the test data
and will be made throughout this investigation.
In Fig. 48 fatigue life N has been plotted on logar-
ithmic scale against maximum stress level for the con-
stant cycle fatigue data. Although the tests were not
designed primarily to indicate values of the fatigue
limit, SL' approximate values of 71 and 55 .. percent have
been obtained for the 60 an4 40 percent minimum stress
levels, respectively, by extrapolation.
In Fig. 49 the two sets of data have beep plotted
together using variables R = (Smax - SL) and logN. A
mean line has been fitted to this data by using a rela-
tion of the form
The method of least squares was used to obtain the
following three simultaneous equations for the evaluation
of the open parameters a l , a 2 and a 3;
(3.5)
(3.4)+ 5.5212 + 0.0486 R ,1.4332=---R
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i
SL = 0.8 Smin + 23.
log·N
Equations 3.4 and 3.5 provide values for the mean
n
al [ 1 + a 2 L 1 + na3 =[lOg NiR:"Z R. Ril. l.
i=l i i
nal + "'2ERl. + a 3 [R/ = tOg Ni·Ri •
i i i
the following equation is obtained for the fatigue limit;
Assuming a linear variation of SL between the 40 and 60
percent minimum stress level values of 55 and 71 percent,
Solution of these equations yields the relation
where R = Smax - SL.
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The best unbiased estimate of the standard devia-
tion of the population is given by
fatigue life correspondi.ng to any stress amplitude in
the region under consideration. Since values of both
the mean and standard deviation are required to specify
completely the log-normq,l frequency distribution, it is
now necessary to obtain appropriate values for the stand-
ard deviation corresponding to each stress amplitude.
where n is the number of replications and log N is the
mean value for the sample. Values of D for the seven
sets of test data are plotted against R in Fig. 50.
Considerable variation occurs ~ong the points. A change
in the position of the test specimens in the loading rig
from center to quarter-point has reduced the scatter of
the 40 percent minimum stress level test results quite
considerably. However, a fairly consistent trend is
followed. Both the quarter-point and center-point set-up
data yield reasonably linear variations ofD with R. The
1
2[ n:1 ~(log N - log N ) 2 ]
~
D =
I
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The S-N-P relation is thus given by the equations
errors associated with that set-up.
(3.6)
(3.6)
(3.2)dX,
2(X-fl-)
2 (j2
-oc
1P = F(X) = e·
J21\~(f
x
D = 0.2196 - 0.0103 R.
x = log N;
/·43j2. I;f2/'2. t:J.()'f8~
-1.854~ . (I,)" = log N = R +-50-39-3-9 + -Go-Q4G8R, 3 .4)
R = Smax -(0.8 Smin + 23);
0.2/1' 0,0/0,3
cr = D =-0.H13 - 'G,,:,Gi=2t~ R.
The use of anything but the simplest relation is
where
where
position are probably due in part to larger experimental
and
deviation,
purposes of this investigation, a straight line varia,tion
is assumed and fitted to the seven points. A least
squares fit to these points yields for the standard
larger values corresponding to the center-point load
unwarranted by the test data available, and, for the
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Values of P corresponding to values of X in Eq.
3.2, and vice versa, can of course be obtained most
easily from standard tables~18)
It should be noted that the above equations have
been derived for the following ranges of variables;
40 ~ S ~ 60
min
o <. R ~ 15
3.6 ANALYSIS OF CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS
Several procedures for predicting fatigue life under
varied repeated loadings have been suggested in previous
investigations, and it will be convenient to review the
more important of these before considering the results
of the experimental work conducted in this investigation.
Review of Cumulative Damage Theories
A general, quantitative theory of fatigue failure
must obviously be based on assumptions which describe,
at least approximately, the fundamental physical ~nd
-60
in nature, and hence restricted in application.
made towards this goal.
One of the earliest, simplest, and most widely
N·~
n.Lr. =
~
where n. is the number of cycles of S. loading which have
~ . ~
been applied to the specimen, and Ni . is the mean fatigue
Quantitative information on the fatigue properties
will be necessary before satisfactory progress can be
ing studies which are phenomenological and experimental
of materials must therefore come at present from engineer-
essential nature of the fatigue failu+e mechanism, let
ri' is defined for a stress amplitude Si as
data on fatigue life. Ext~nsive metallurgical studies
that investigators are not yet in agreement even on the
metallurgical changes which take place in a material
subjected to fatigue loading. It will shortly be seen
alone on general principles which yield quantitative
known procedures for predicting mean fatigue life under
repeated loadings was suggested by palmgren(19) and
later by Miner~20) In this ~pproach the cycle ratio,
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life corresponding to 5i • It is assumed that fatigue
damage accumulates in the specimen in direct proportion
to the sum of the cycle ratios. Damage is complete and
failure takes place when the summation is equal to unity,
i.e., for q different stress amplitudes, when
q q
L\ L n°= .~ 1 (3.7)=Nii=l 1
Two series of tests conducted by Miner on aluminum alloy
specimens yielded mean summation values of 1.05 and 0.98,
with extreme values of 1.49 and 0.61.
Tests cond\lcted by other investigators have in some
cases yielded results differing considerably from unity.
Dolan, Richart, and Work(2l) conducted rotating beam
tests on steel and aluminum specimens with blocks of
load cycles as shown in Fig. 51. To summarize briefly
the results of their tests it is convenient to consider
two cases: (a) tests in which the smallest stress level
in the block is less than the f~tigue limit, i.e. is an
understress; (b) tests in which the smallest stress
level is larger than the fatigue limit a~d is an over-
stress.
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In the first case, large numbers of understresses
had no apparent effect on the fatigue life of ,specimens
of SAE 2340 steel and aluminum. On the other hand,
, .
damage was accelerated in specimens of SAE 1045 and
4340 steels, when the understresses were mixed with
overstresses. In the second case, with all the stresses
in the load block above the fatigue limit, the fatigue
life was frequently found to be close to the S-N value
of the minimum stress level when maximum and minimum
stress levels were close together. An interesting
r~sult of their experimental work was that load blocks
A and G, shown in Fig. 51, gave quite similar fatigue
lives. Values of the sum of cycle ratios for the tests
varied between 0.18 and 23.0, with only a small number
giving the value of unity. However, since the tests
were not designed to provide quantitative data-on
scatter of test results, no conclusions can be drawn
on how much of the variation is due to inherent and
experimental variability and how much due to inapplica-
bility of the linear summation procedure.
, (22)
Richart and Newmark suggested a more general
relation between damage and cycle ratio, of the form
~I
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nD = 17
where the exponent n depends upon the stress level. This
approach unfortunately is restricted by the ncacess:!.ty of
determining the D-r relations experimentally. In a re-
" . f h f"·G ·1" (17) f . dv~ew 0 researc on at~gue, rover et.a ~a! oun
that the test data of Richart and Newmark gave L;
values not too much out of line from those of Miner's
tests. They further observed that the experimental
evidence which is in disagreement with the linear con-
cept consists of tests with only two or th~ee different
stress amplitudes, and th~t better correlation may be
obtained if the stress amplitudes were applied in ran-
dom sequence and with at least five different stress
levels.
Within the last few years considerable importance
has been attached to studies of fatigue life o~ struc-
tural parts under spectrum and random type loadings.
Interest in such studies at present comes mainly from
the aircraft industry which faces p~oblems involving
fatigue of airframe parts subjected to high frequency,
randomly varying loads.
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In a discussion of acoustical fatigue failure under
(23)
spectrum loading, Freudenthal refers to the exis-
tence of two basic fatigue mechanisms. In the so-called
high level mechanism, corresponding to the short life
part of the S~N relation, the mechanism of deforma~ion
is akin to that observed in uni-directional static
deformation. In the other basic mechanism, which ~pplies
to the flatter, low level portion of'the S-N relation,
less strain hardening and no significant deformation
takes place, but a multitude of fine slip bands form,
,
congregated in striations. The location of the transi-
tion range from one mechanism to the other is, accord-
ing to Freudenthal, affected by a large number of
variables and cannot be pin-pointed accurately.
The principal effect of the existence of two
mechanisms is an interaction between fatigue 4amage at
different stress amplitudes. Freudenthal suggests that
interaction between stress levels within the high level
region will be slight, but that intermittent high stress
cycles will accelerate the propagation of cracks at the
low stress levels. Thus, a so-called non-propagating
crack at the lower amplitudes is likely to start to
I
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propagate as a result of a few high level stress cycles.
Freudenthal claims that intermittent cycles of over-
loads must be expected to shorten the fatigue life under
low stress amplitudes far beyond the immediate damage
associated with them.
In order to make quantitative estimates of fatigue
life, Freudenthal suggests that the interaction effect
be taken into account by constructing a fictitious S-N
diagram for the particular load spectrum to be considered.
Interaction factors, W., corresponding to each stress
~
amplitude S., take the form of simple ratios between
~
mean constant cycle fatigue life Ni , and the fatigue
,
life Ni obtained when the stress amplitudes of the load
spectrum above S. are interspersed with S. in the over-
~ ~
all ratio defined by the spectrum. To obtain a reason-
able approximation to the S-N' diagram, the real S-N
relation at the 50 percent probability level is assumed
to be of the form
which plots as a str~ight,line on double logarithmic
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representation, and passes through a reference point
(N1 , Sl). By choosing this point to be the boundary
between high level and low level fatigue -- thus be~
tween slight and strong interaction -- and by changing
the exponent ~ to J ,the S-N' relation
:: = (:: fl
is obtained for the region NI ~ N1 • In the region
N~ < N1 , where interaction is slight, the two S-N
relations for N. and N' are assumed to coincide.
~ i
Experimental figures quoted by Freudenthal for
aluminum alloy and 4340 steel, with 8 < ~< 16, and an
exponentially shaped load spectra, shows J values
varying between 4 and 8, the lower values being
characteristic of more severe spectra and shorter
fatigue lives.
In a discussion of Freudenthal's work, Coffin(24)
agrees that interaction will occur between different
stress levels, but disagrees on its cause. Referring
to tests conducted on specimens of AISI type 347 stain-
less steel he points out that the hypothesis of high
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and low level fatigue mechanisms is not supported by
observations of the stress-strain characteristics
observed during test. Coffin attributes interaction to
mechanically induced structural changes in the metals
which take place during the high loading.
In a recent study of cumul~tive damage, Liu and
Corten(25) assume a simplified physical mechanism of
fatigue crack development which begins with a so-called
nucleation period in which permanent fatigue damage is
initiated by the formation of a number of damage nuclei.
The nuclei then extend and join to form fatigue cracks
which propagale at a rate that increases as the number
of cycles of applied load increases. Damage is assumed
to occur at stress levels which are lower than the
minimum stress required to initiate damage, the rate of
propagation depending upon the stress level. Liu and
Corten express the fatigue damage caused by N cycles
of stress amplitude as
D = m c ~
where m is the number of damage nuclei, c is a coefficient
of crack propagation, and a is a constant to be evaluated.
,
Now the damage at failure, Df , is the same no matter what
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the stress history, and so, considering two constant
cycle load histories 81 and 82 ,
al a 2Df = ml c l Nl = m2 c2 N2
In treating a load history containing two different
levels, it is assumed that the damage nuclei are initiated
only at the upper stress level, 81 , but the damage con-
tinues at both levels. Letting C = c
2
/cl and assuming
a
l
= a 2 = a, Liu and Corten develop the following expres-
sion for the fatigue life, N ,g
1
where a is the proportion of 8
1
cycles. When q different
stress levels are employed, the expression is generalized
to
1
N = Nl (3.8)g q
L 1a. Ci a~
i=l
Extensive cumulative damage tests were conducted on
tensile wire specimens of 2024-T4 and 7075-T6 aluminum
correlation in the test data of Liu and Corten than does
also to note that when two different stress ~evels in
-69
(3.9)
o
15,000
o
d
5.778
3.300
5.98
l/a .The terms C was evaluated
Mat~rial
2024-T4 Alloy
7075-T6Alloy
Hard Drawn Steel
tended to be less than the values predicted by the linear
Altho~gh Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 give a somewhat better
summation theory, whereas the opposite trend was observed
a load block were close together, observed fatigue lives
with values of the constants So and d given as follows:
this experimental work is considerably more e~tensive.
The mean value of ~ ~ for the test data given is 1.12
with a standard deviation of 0.213. It is interesting
Eq. 3.7, it is interesting to note that extreme values
quoted for I ~ for the different tests are 1..7 and 0.8,
which are comparable with Miner's values, even though
empirically as
alloy and hard drawn steel.
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in the results of Dolan, Richart, and Work.
In this brief review of work on cumulative damage,
the phenomenological nature of the various approaches is
clearly to be seen. Even in the more recent work, such
as that of Liu and Corten, in which quantitative studies
are based on assumed failure mechanisms, so many simp1i-
fying assumptions have to be made that the work remain~
essentially phenomeQo10gica1 and empirical. The theorie~
and procedures reviewed were all concerned with estimat-
ing the mean fatigue life of specimens under varied load
cycles. Apart from brief discussion on the scatter of
test results and possible forms which the frequency
d o 000 0 0 h k (23) k h b d~str~ t~ons m~g t ta e, no wor as een one to
provide quantitative information on the variability of
fatigue life under varied load cycles.
Mean Fatigue Life Under Varied Load Cycles
In Tables 10 through 15 a comparison is made between
fatigue lives observed in the tests and values predicted
by Eq. 3.7 and by Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9. The values of ~ ~,
observed in the tests were quite close to unity, indicating
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reasonable agreement between experimental and predicted
values. The mean of the ~ n values fora1~ tests is
N
0.97, with extreme values of 0.48 and 1.65 and a stand-
ard deviation of 0.224. This value for the standard
deviation is quite comparable to the va1ue~ given in
NTable 9 for the standard deviation of the quantity N
obtained in the constant cycle tests. Since
L: experimental
where Ne is the observed fatigue life and Ntis the
value predicted by the linear summation theory, the
variabi1iti~s of the cumulative damage tests and con~
stant cycle tests, as measured by the standard devia-
tions, are of a similar order. It therefore appears
n
reasonable to attribute the observed scatter in ~ =
N
to inherent variability in the test data rather than to
inapplicability of the theory.
It will be noted that there is no evidence at all,
in the test data, of the damaging effect of understresses,
even when mixed with over1oadings. On the contrary, there
is a slight but fairly distinct tendency for understresses,
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i.e. stresses lower than the fatigue limit, to improve
fatigue resistance. This may be seen in the results of
tests 3AA, 3BA, and 3DA, which are contained in Table 10,
and the results in Table 11, where the summation values
are always a little above unity. That this improvement
is actually due to the presenc~ of the understresses and
is not simply the beneficial effect of intermittent
application of the overloads is indicated by tests 4AA
and SAA. These tests, in which the understresses are
of zero amplitude -- i.e. correspond to rest periods
gave summation values slightly less than unity. The
evidence is of course insufficient to establish a
definite trend of-improved fatigue life with the presence
of understresses, however it does seem-reasonable to
assume in the following that understresses will nqt
contribute to fatigue damage.
Although no interaction effect can be observed
between high and low level stress levels, tests SCA and
6BA, in which the stress blocks contain three different
overstresses, yield summation values considerably less
than unity and might indicate an interaction effect. For
these two tests, Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 yield better results
than Eq. 3.7. However, the two other tests with three
'" ., '~.' ,.,
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overstresses, 5BA and 6AA, both have summation values
greater than unity. No definite trend is therefore in-
dicated.
In view of the very reasonable agreement between
test results and values predicted by the linear theory,
Eq. 3.7 will be used in this investigation for the pre-
diction of mean fatigue life of strand reinforcement
under varying cycles of repeated loading.
Probable Fatigue Life Under Varied Cycles of Repeated
Loading
It was seen earlier that fatigue life under constant
cycle loading is distributed log-normally, at 'least to
first approximation, about the mean value. It seems
reasonable to expect a log-normal distribution to apply
approximately also to fatigue life under varied load
cycles. If the log-normal assumpt~on were made, proba~le
fatigue life would'be established by th~ value of the
mean fatigue life, given by Eq. 3.7, together with a
value which would have to be estimated for the standard
deviation. Instead, however, of assuming a log-normal
distribution and proceeding to study possible methods of
-74
\ . n 1L - =N
where Nl (0.5), N2 (O.5), and N(O.5) are the mean fatigue
lives corresponding to 51' 52' and the combined loading
respectively.
Considering a load history which consists of two
stress levels, 51 and 52' .occurring in the proportions a
. and (l-a), the mean fatigue life of a strand is given by
the equation
(3.10)= 1(l-a) N(0.5)
N2(O~5)
+
a N(0.5)
Nl (0.5)
In general, considering possible conditions where
the linear accumulation theory may not yield satisfactory
estimates of mean fatigue life, a cumulative damage theory
for mean fatigue life would be used which provides a
relation of the form
or
estimating the standard deviation, a direct approach is
made, in the following, by generalizing the linear accumu-
lation theory sQ that it may be applied at all probability
levels.
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Equation 3.10 may be rearranged as
N(0.5) ta [N2 (0.5) - N1 (0.5)] + N1 (0.5)1
Nl (0.5) . N2 (0.5) = 0 (3.13)
to apply to all probability levels. It will be nqted
that although the fatigue lives at 81 and 82 may be
log-normally distributed, the distribution obtained from
3.12 for values of a other than zero and unity will not,
in general, be log-normal.
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ip [N(0.5), a ] = 0, (3.11)
where 0 ~ a ~ 1. Equation 3.11 describes a relation
between N(0.5) and a, as shown in Fig. 52. However the
fatigue lives corresponding to 81 and 82 actually con-
sist of distribution functions with ranges of Nl and N2
values corresponding to different probability levels,
as shown also in Fig. 52. In order to obtain curves
cor~esponding to probability levels other than 0.5, it
appears reasonable to assume that the form of the N-a
relation will not alter with the probability level, and
that Eq. 3.11 may be generalized to
(3.12)= 0
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and generalized according to 3.12 to
N(P) ~ a [ N2 (P) -N1 (P)] + N1 (P»)-N1 (P) ·N2 (P) = 0 (3.14)
Equation 3.14 allows the fatigue life to be deter-
mined for any probability level and any combination of
81 and 82 • In Fig. 53 a diagram has been constructed
similar to Fig. 52, using Eq. 3.14 and N values corres-,
ponding to a 60 percent minimum stress level and 80 and
85 percent values for 81 and 82 • These load cycles were
used in cumulative damage test .3FA, the results of which
are contained in Table 15. The predicted cumulative
frequency distribution is compared with the distribution
of ten replications in Fig. 53.
This number of test replications is of course too
small to provide justification for ~he generalization
from 3.11 to 3.12, but in view of the complete lack of
other test data, the reasonableness and simplicity of
the procedure, and the very fair correlation between
these few tests and the predicted distribution, ie will
be adopted in this investigation.
When q different stress levels are combined with
relative frequencies of occurrence ai,Eq. 3.7 may be
for any probability level P. Equation 3.15 will be used
in this investigation, together with the constant cycle
S-N-P relation, represented by Eqs. 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6
to predict the probable fatigue life of strand specimens.
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generalized in the above manner to yield
(3.15)
= 1N. (P)
~
a. N(P)
. ~
N(P) = 1 _
\ a.
'-;-Ni ~ (P)
~
or
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REPEATED FLEXURAL LOADINGS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
To use the ~nformation obtained in the pr~vious
chapter for the prediction of the fatigue life of a pre-
stressed member containing strand reinforcement, it is
necessary to know, or to be able to predict, the response
of the beam to load. In particular, it must be possible
to determine the relation between steel stress and applied
moment in any given load cycle, so that the loading his-
tory of the beam can be transformed into, the corresponding
stress history for the steel.
In this analytic study, a detailed analysis is
first made of the response of prestressed concrete members
of rectangular section with the steel reinforcement placed
in one horizontal layer. The more complicated cases of
beams with the reinforcement distributed between several
levels and beams with I sections are then treated br~efly
in turn.
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Loading is considered in two stages; zero moment
to M , and M to static ultimate moment, where M is the
000
moment at which cracks begin to open. ~n the first load-
ing stage, increments of strain in the steel and con-
crete are relatiyely small and linear stress-strain rela-
tions are assumed for both materials. Previously formed
flexural cracks are closed in this initial loading stage
by the internal prestressing force, and so the cracked
regions are assumed to behave elasticallyprovide~the
stresses remain compressive, i.e., provided Mo is not
exceeded.
Conditions in the second stage of loading are con-
siderably more complicated. The ,analysis of beam behavior
is based on a consideration of the following:
(a) Stress-strain relations for concrete and steel,
(b) An assumed pattern of deformation in the beam
in the region of flexural cracking,
(c) Equilibrium of internal forces.
The results of the experimental work of Chapter 2
of this dissertation are used in several instances in the
treatment of the second loading stage. The concrete
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stress-strain data obtained from the cylinder tests are
used as a basis for the choice of an equation for the
concrete stress-strain relation. An idealized pattern
of beam deformation is assumed which de,;cribes., approxi-
mately, the concrete deformations' observed in the beam
tests, and, finally, a bond parameter t ,which measures
the degree of bond breakdown betwe~n strand and concrete
in the beam near a.flexural crack, is evaluated empiri-
cally from the deformation measurements made on the beams
during the fatigue tests.
4.2 INITIAL LOADING STAGE, M ~ M
. 0
In the first loading stage, linear relations will
be assumed between stress and strain for both concrete
and steel, and strains at different levels in the beam
will be assumed to vary linearly with depth. Consider-
ing the steel-concrete composite section of a rectangular
beam, we determine the position of the centroidal a~is
as
I
I
I
I
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where e is the distance from the center of gravity of
the concrete area, Ac ' to the center of gravity of the
steel area, As' and x is the distance from the center
of gravity of the steel area to the centroidal axis.
The moment of inertia of the steel-concrete section with
respect to the centroidal axis is
[ h2 2 As 21I = Ac 12 + (e-X') + (m-l) ·bh • x
and taking tensile stresses positive, the top and bottom
concrete fiber stresses and the steel stress induced by
moment M are, respect~vely,
t
_ M [ ~ + e ]f cL = - xI ,
b
+M [~ - ]f cL = e + xI
f sL +m
M-
= -xI
If the prestressing force in the steel prior to the
(4.3)
(4.2)
(4.1)+ e -
,
,
-
M .l hI 2h2
M -
I x
1 e
A +1
c c
i
c
- ";;;'~-c....-h~2 ]
~ ]
,
+m
= - Fn
= - F [L
n Ac
f =sn
~n
f = +-
sF As
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f~F = - Fn [
f~F = - Fn [
For the first cycle of loading, i.e. when n = 1,
the value of Fse will either be known by measurement or
estimated in the design calculatiolls. Cracking will
where I is the moment of inertia of the rectangular
c '
stresses at moment M in the n-th cycle are therefore
concrete section about its center of gravity. The total
application of the n-th load cycle is F
n
, the correspond-
ing stresses in the unloaded beam are
I
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value will be reduced by shrinkage of the concrete;
(4.5)
(4.4)
= f'
t
when n ';> 1, cracks
fb is zero; thus,.
cn
M = I ·on
n > 1.
f' b+ f cFt
Mol = I • !.h
-
e+x2
In subsequent 'load cycles, i.e.
decrease it, depending upon whether the loading on the
In general,the prestressing force in the steel
vary slightly du~ing the lifetime of the member. Its
prior to the application of the n-th load cycle, F , will
n
creep of the concrete may tend either to increase or
will begin to open when the value of
for
. . b
take place in this initial load cycle when f
cl becomes
equal to the modulus of rupture of the concrete; i.e.
Thus, the value of Mo in ~he first load cycle is
I
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(4.6)
. '" ~. . ," ~.;. ,. ~ ., , .. ;:' ,! ;": -i,,,: J .
where·stress and strain are expressed by the J:lon-dimen-
and the a terms are open parame.ters, is used here to
A cubic parabola of the form
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sional terms
possible effects,
creep and shriJ;lkage losses and an estimation of·other·
M
o
; imperfect closing of the cracks may tend to increase
the value slightly; creep in the steel strand will·· de-
crease F
n
, Appropriate values of F
n
must be chosen in
each particular instance on the basis of an an~lysis for
.. beam is for most of the time greater than or less than ~
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represent the loading portion of the concrete stress-
straip relation. With the following conditions ful-
filled,
(a) F = 1 when E = 1
(b) dF =
°
when E = 1
dE
(c) F =
°
when E = 0
(d) dF a when E 0,= =dE
Eq. 4.6 becomes
(4. T)
The parameter a is the in~tial slope of the curve
and hence represents, in non-dimen~ional form, the tan-
gent modulus of elasticity at zero load at the beginning
of the n-th load cycle; i.e.,
acE Eu (4.8)
cn f'
c
For Eq. 4.7 to represent a monotonically increasing cu+ve
for values of E between zero and unity, a ~imitation must
be placed on thepossib~e values of a. If the initial
slope is too steep, the curve reaches a maximum value a~
a smaller value of E and then becomes a minim~ at E = 1.
Q ~ 3.
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tion is described in section 2.5 of this dissertation ..
E = 0,at
Q < 1~5.
d2F
---2· ~ 0 at E = 1.0,dE .
An experimental study of the stress-strain re1atio~
for concrete and the effect of pre-loadings on the re1a-
i.e., when
In Fig. 54, Eq. 4.7 has been plotted for values·· of Q
varying from 0.5 to 3.0.
which leads to the res~lt
The test points are plotted ondimension1es~ coordinates
in Figs. 35 through 42, and compareg with curves obtained
using Eq. 4.7 with suitable values of Q. The. stress-
Equation 4.7 exhibits a concave-up section in the ini~ia1
~oad range when
It must therefore be stipu1ateg that
I
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strain data for the specimens without prior loading, .
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shown in Fig. 35, follow quite well the cubic parabola.
The test points in Figs. 36, 37, 39, and 40, obtained
from specimens which had been subjected previously to
light fatigue loadings, also fit quite well to the plotted
curves. When the fa~igue 10.;1ding had been intense - for
example in Fig. 38 test points are shown for specimens
which had been subjected to approximately one-third of
the number of load cycles required to cause fatigue fail-
ure - there is ~ distinct tendency for the stress-strain
relation to assume a concave-up region in the initial and
lower load ranges. Even in such cases a cubic parabola
provides a reasonable approximation for the stress-strqin
relation; a more complicated equation is certainly not
justified when account is taken of the considerable varia-
tion .which is observed between replications of the same
test, even when differences 'in values of maximum stresses
and strains have been removed in the figures by non-
dimensionalizing.
It was seen earlier that the maximum value which
can be given to a is 3. The maximum value of a used in
Figs. 35 through 42 for the correlation of test data for
high strength concrete is 2.0; it appears that valu~s of
a less than 3 will be adequate for most types of concrete.
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It should be nQted that when the experimental curve has
an initial concave-up section, the best fit equation will
not necessarily be obtained by substituting for a the
observed initial slope, but by choosing a to provide the
best fit at all load levels.
Equation 4.7 will be used in the following work to
represent the stress-strain relation for concrete sub-
jected to axial loading. In applying the stress-strain
relation obtained from axially loaded test pieces to the
concrete in the compressive stress block of,a flexura.l
member, several important effects must be considered.
I . d· (26,27) f h bl fn prev~ous stu ~es 0 t e pro em 0 pre-
dicting static ultimate flexural strength from the con-
crete stress-strain relation, it has been found that the
general stress-strain characteristics in axial compres-
sion are applicable to conditions involving a compressive
stress gradient provided account is taken of the unload-
ing portion of the stress-strain relation at high loads.
The unloading phenomenon is not normally observed in
axial tests on concrete cylinders since sudden failure
is induced at maximum load by the release of energy stored
in the testing machine~28) Hognestad, Hanson, and McHenry
-89
Another effect which must be considered when using
cylinder test data in the prediction of beam behavior is
the variation in concrete strength between beam and
cylinder. In static ultimate strength theory the strength
of the concrete in the beam is usually written as k1f~,
where f~ is the cylinder strength. In most ultimate
have however investigated the shape of the unloading
curve, and have published complete stress-strain rela-
tions for concrete of different strengths~26) The un-
loading curve is, of course, of prime importance in
studies of static ultimate strength; but here, where
attention is primarily restricted to repeated loadings
which are considerably smaller than the static ultimate
strength, the loading curve is of prime importance. The
unloading curve may be represented adequately fo~ our
purposes by a second order parabola, as shown in Fig.
55, which is continuous with the loading curve at E = 1,
and descends to the point F = ~, E = 1 +~. The equa-
tion of this unloading curve is
F = 1 - ~ (E-1)2 (4.10)
+ '6'.1 ~ E ~ 1
in the range
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poorer concrete compaction in the column, etc. The valu~
tween concrete strengths in the beam and in the cylinder
Unfortunately the data used to derive Eq. 4.11 were all
(4.11)f'kl = 0.94 - c26,000
of 0.85 for kl will be adopted in this investigation,
because of the lack of more reliable i~formation. It is
thus assumed that the stress-strain curve shown in Fig.
obtained using the one size of test specimen and the
equation does not take into account one of the prime
variables, namely, the relative size of the two pieces
has not yet been published. Hognestad, Hanson,and
MCHenry(26) evaluated kl empirically from a series of
eccentric column tests as
of concrete. Equation 4.11 yields quite low values for
kl , especially when'f~ is high. In ultimate strength
theory for reinforced concrete columns a value for kl
of 0.85 is commonly used to account for size effect,
strength studies, the product of the factor kl and
another factor k3 is evaluated, such that klk3f~ is the
average stress in the concrete compressive st~ess block
at failure. Reliable information on the relation be-
I
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concrete in the beam, will 'be taken to be
Likewise, the term Q, when used in connection with the
55 can be applied to the compression concrete in the
(4.12)
f c is replaced
f'
c
For convenience, the term F, which henceforth
f cF=-
k f'1 c
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f
c
k f'1 c
The area under the curve represented by Eq. 4.7
., y
.~ ..
between zero and El , for El ~ 1.0, is
A =
lEi
FdE,
0
i.e. ,
Q E2 3-2Q 3 + Cl-2 E 4 (4.13)A = 2 1 +~El "4 1
will be taken to be
will be used in connection with the concrete in the beam,
by
flexural member provided the quantity
I
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and so
(4.14)
FdE\ .
FEdE
E -1
To represent quantitatively the deformations in.the
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tension cracks break the bea~ into a se~ies of blocks.
beam for loadings larger than M , an idealiz~d deforma-
o
tion condition is assumed in which evenly spaced vereical
concentrated at the crack, while compressive deformations
Tensile deformations in the lower portion of the beam are
With the interval between El and the center of gravity
of the area defined as k2El ,
4.4 DEFORMATIONS IN THE B~
I
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are concentrated in a region above the crack. The deforma-
tion of the beam is thus pictured as a series of slight
kinks at the cracked sections, each kink cons~sting o~
slight rotations of the adjacent blocks about the neutral
axis, as shown ~n Fig. 56. The deformation at one cracked
section is given quantitatively by the discontinuity at
the steel level, t~b' and the deformation in the concrete
top fiber above the crack, A~ •
t
The discontinuity ~~b ess~ntially represents the
width of the crack at the steel level. Since infinite
strains cannot exist in the steel reinforcement,full
or partial breakdown of bond must be assumed to occur
between concrete and steel over some finite distance 1b
on either side of the crack •. The integral of the strain
. increment in the steel, l:lE (x), over the interval
s
- £b < x < + t b is equal to the value of the tensile
deformation b. Qb' i.e.
s(x) dx
It is reasonable to assume further that the function
-94
strain in the steel and the compressive strain in the
At the cracked section the total steel stra~n is
(4.16)
f
cF are, respectively, the tensilef andsFwhere
concrete at the steel level due to F
n
•
t::. t
s
(x) is symmetric, with a maximum value of ~f sl at
the crack, and of the form
I
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and 2 t c is the spacing between cracks. Equ.ating ~tt
to the integral of the strains, one obtains, as before,
tions of adjacent blocks above the neutral ~xis, as
shown in Fig. 56. The value of ~t is equal to the sum
t
of the compressive strains in the conc'rete top fibers.
It is assumed that the concrete strains f (x) ~re dis-
c
tributed symmetrically around the cracked section in a
manner which is represented by the equation
f (x) which occur~
c
f (x) dx,
c
o
x
tc '
~ e = 2
t
f. (x) = E. f (~ )
c cl L
·1 =
and
where ~cl is the maximum value of
at the cracked section,
The deformation of th~ beam is most easily pict\1red
by imagining the deformation ,t::.. ~ t asa discontinuity in
the concrete top fibers obtained by overlapping the por-
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(4.18)
(4.17)
1
o
k • d
(l~k)d=
= 2 £
c
1
f cl t c
IfeL) dl
k0
= (4.19)
Af.sl t b [£<P dr l-k
substitutin~ for the deformations, one obtains
For convenience, a dimensionless parameter ~ is defined
as
direction; thus,
It is now assumed that the deformations in the beam
over the length 2 ~ , that is, the deformations which
c
have previously been as~umed to be concentrated at one
cracked section, are linearly distributed in the vertic;:al
where k d is the depth. to the neutral axis.
-I
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It will be noted that the distribution of internal
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larger than previous ones, a field of tension stresses
(4.22)
(4.21)
(4.20 )
f c1 i1 - kk
. ~ ,/r.
c1 r
1 - k
k
E + f +
sF cF
=/:1£
sl
\1 f(1 ) dol
f ec 0= tb I:
,
f(f> d f
will exist in the concrete immediately be1pw the neutral
When the loading under consideration is considerably
cycle will depend upon the magnitude of previous lo~dings.
I
stresses at a cracked section during a particular load
Substitution of Eq. 4.21 in 4.16 yields
and Eq. 4.19 is rewritten as
4.5 EQUILIBRIUM
I
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stresses in the equilibri~ considerations.
member and it is reaso~able to ignore concrete tensile
(4.23)
,
. f c
k f'1 c
kd
C = b ~ f dy •
... c
o
E =
F =
With
aq.d
tion. In the present analysis it is assumed that Qver-
loadings are evenly distributed through the life of the
Assuming a linear distribution of strain above the
crack, one obtains for the total compressive force,
axis of stress. In· some circumstances, especially at
lower loads, the concrete tensile stresses are an
important consideration in the equilibrium of the sec-
tion. When, however, a previous loading has been greater
than the one under consideration, cracks will have ex-
tended above the present level o! the neutral axis and
there will be no concrete tensile stresses at the sec-
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f ' ' [ cr, 3-2a 2 Q',..2 21C. = bd k l c k '2 El + --rEI' +T E1 • (4.25)
(4.27 )
(4.24)FdE,
o
fs1As =k[ a E + 3-2aE2+Q',...2E3j. (4 •. 26)bd k1 f~ 2 1 3 1 41' .
c=
Equations 4.13 and 4.24 together yie14
where k2 is given in terms of El in Eq. 4.14.
where El is the extreme fiber value of E,
and equating internal a~d externalmomen~s,
Horizontal forces may now be equate4 to yield
Eq. 4.23 may be written as
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4 •6 EVALUATION OF BOND· PARAMETER
averaging factors whichspe~ify the shapes of the distri-
The non-dimensional tertIJ i is defined inEq. 4.20
t and the integrals
c
in terms of the lengths £band
of E c (x) will depend to a large extent upon the crack
spacing and hence indirectly upon the bond properties.• The
term;v may therefore be regarded as a parameter which is
intimately as.sociated with the qual~ty of the strand-coll-crete
.-'
The crack spac ing ,2 t , the length of the bond
c
break-down, t b' . and the distribution of theste~;J.. strain
increment fj. f '. (x) all depend directly upon the bondings . '. ..
properties of the strand and concrete. The di$tribution
butions of the strain increment in the steel, 6. E. (xl,
. s
f. c (~). Thus, the
. 1
tel ·L~<1) d'l,
are, respectively, the average strain increment in the
steel over the length . .e b and the average concrete
top fiber strain over the length t.The values of the
c
integrals lie between zero and unity.
and the concrete top fiber strain
terms H sl · Cf<y> df and
of f( r) and f (1) • Considering the integrals as they
appear in Eq. 4.19, we observe, that they are, in effect,
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bond.
Provided an over-loading of reasonable magnitude
has occurred on the member, new cracks are not likely
to form as a result of fatig~e loading; ~ may well be
. c . ..
considered constant over the major portion of the beam
fatigue li;fe. The maximum value of the ratio Q. / Qbc
is unity, which will occur only when bond has been broken
along the entire beam. It will be noted that small
values of this ratio, i~e., values considerably less
than unity, represent a situation favo.rable to the forma-
tion of an intermediate crack, and it may be concluded
that the t c/ t
b
ratio, after the initial loading sequence,
will have a value greater than, but in the vicinity of,
unity and will decrease in value towards unity as the
repeated loadings further break-down bond and increase
t h •
In the idealized case of perfect bonding - in so
far as the analysis of deformations instead of strains
is applicable ~ length £b becomes equal to .e c and
both bec()me infinitesimal, uniform strain distributions
exist in both the concrete and steel, and so 1 = 1.0.
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When there is no bond between steel and concrete,
for example in an unbonded post-tensioned beam, crack
spacing becomes large, but ~ b is again equal to t c.
Whereas a state of almost uniform strain must exist in
the steel and
1
\ f(~) t~l.O,
o
the concrete strains in the top fiber will be largely
concentrated in the region above the crack and
\
1
f(\) dL~O.
o
Practical limitations, however, such as friction between'
cable and concrete ensure reasonably high values of this
integral and hence of t ·
For conditions intermediate between the two ex-
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In view of the lack of basic information on the
bonding properties of strand and concrete and the scatter-"
some nature of the phenomenon, theoretical evaluation of
£ , £b' and the integral terms is not at present feasible.
c '
Measurements of concrete deformations during beam tests can
however be used to evaluate i empirically.
In the beam fatigue tests described in Chapter 2
of this dissertation, static tests were conducted at
regular intervals during the fatigue loading, and the
concrete deformation measurements on the sides of the
beams prpvide experimental values of k fo~ different
values of moment Ml • Thus, considering M1 an~ k as
known quantities, Eqs. 4.14, 4.22, 4.26, and 4.27, to-
gether with the steel stress-strain relation, may be used
to evaluate f sl ' f. sl' k2 , E1 , and 1 · f values
obtained in this way from the beam fatigue tests are
shown in Table 18. Computations were made for values
of k1 equal to 0.85 and 1.00, at loads of 12.5 kips for
beams Fl, F2, andF4, and 10.5 kips for beams F5, F7, an,d
F8. yI values were al~o computed for loads a little higher
than the cracking loads, but the values were not reliable
because values of the term ( f. l~ E - ES ) on which 1//
" s sF ~F', r
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directly depends, were very small and could not acc~rate1y
be determined. Values of t shown in Table 18 are
grouped around a value of unity. It will be npte,d that,
after a preliminary sequence of loading of approximately
10 percent of the fatigue life, there is little change in
t values with the number of applied load cycles. Al~
though all beams were manufactured from similar materials,
average values of y for the differeat beams vary between
values of 0.6 aad 1.,6. In view of the scatter in the values
and their grouping around the value of unity the most
appropriate value for beams of this type appears to be
t == 1.0.
Values of ;r considerably different from unity of course
may well be required for beams of differeat design, differ-
ent concrete strength, etc. The effe~t of variations in
yV values on the steel stresses will be considered later
in section 5.4.
4 .} STRESSES IN A RECTANGl:1LAR SECTION
The equations derived for the cracked rectangular
-105
(4.14)
(4.22)
(4.27)
(4.26)
E- . i
cl
d (1 - k k)2 '
1 - k
+ f.cF + k
A
s
1 -
E: =
sl
fied if values of f
sl and f sl are first chosen and sub-
stituted in Eqs. 4.26 and 4.22 to obtain k, E1 , and
hence, through Eq. 4.24, k2 • The corresponding values
used to determine ~ F and ~ In.· gen.eral, the calcu-
. s cF· .
lations for the stress moment relation will be simpli-
It will be noted however that the value of F for the
.n
n-th load cycle must be known or estimated since it is
rel~tion, may be used to evaluate, for a moment Ml in
the n~th load cycle, the unknowns f sl' f. sl' k, and El •
These equ~tions, together with the steel stress~strain
section are now summarized.
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When a large number of stress-moment calculati,ons
and 4.22 in the form of an intercept chart on ordinates
/
(4.22a)
- ~ ] =cF---=--1 ' [ E. -1 f u sl
of Ml may then be, obtained by substitution of values in
Eq. 4.27. The process may then be repeated ~o obtain
different points on theMl - f:~l' cuive. '
of El and k, for appropria~e values of a. Equation 4.22
may be divided throughout by E
u
and rearranged to the
form
are to be made, it may be convenient to plot Eqs. 4.26
In Appendix 1 a set of calculations for the stress-
moment relation for beam F7 is given, for a kl value of
0.85 and a t value of 1.0.
Equations 4.26 and 4.22a no,w contain the terms, El and
k in the right hand sides, while their left hand sides
are functions of either f
sl or Esl • Each equation may
be used to plot a family of curves on the El-k ordinates.
The resulting intercept chart provides values directly
. . \ '
for k and El without a trial and error prqcedure.
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(4.28)
(4029)
.- .
... ' .....
+f Asz sz
• 0 • ·0• • 0
+ f A (d
z
- k 2a)sz sz
[
a 3~2a.2 Q'..2. 31 1
k 2 El + -y- E1 + 4 El J= bd kl f ~
.'
o • • • • • •
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be z different values of stress and strain for the
,
be a, one obtains for the two equilibrium equations,
and
steel. Letting the depths of the different steel layers
When the stress lies at z different levels, there will
inforcement lies at a depth d below the top surface.
be dl , d2,0 •• dz ' the corresponding steel stresses be
f sl ' f s2 ' 0 •• f sz ' and the depth to the neutral axis
Th~ ~quations in the previous section were derived
for a rectangular section in which all of the steel re~
4.8 STE~L AT SEVERAL DIFFERENT LEVELS IN THE BEAM
I
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. • 6.~ bz
1
1
=---
1f cl =-~-~-a 1
6.Q
t
1
• 6. ,ebl= dl
a 1
1
• 6.~ b2= d2 1a
Substitution of Eqs. 4.15 and 4.17 in the above
If it is again assumed that deformations are
ft 1
• L\ f 12
-1
= d2 821
a
. • • . • .. •
. • • . • • • . .
-1
=
1
• b. Esz tzdz
a 1
set yields
linearly distributed in the vertical direction, and the
tensile deformations at the z steel levels are ~ebl'
6. [ b2'· . • 6. Qbz' then
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different values of steel stress.
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"
will not vary with the steel level, the following z
4.9 BEAMS WITH I SQAPEDSECTIONS
d .
( a1 - 1 ) Ecl tf+cFlf. = E +sl sFl'
f = E:
sF2 + f cF2+
( d2
- 1 ) ~cljs2 a
• •
G = ~sFz + f F + ( dz - 1 )~cl tsz c z z
In the case of beams of I section, loading must be
These equations, together with Eqs. 4.28, 4.29,
If it is further assumed that the bond parameter
simplifying assumption must be made that all s~rands are
be used to obtain by a trial and error procedure the z
In most practical situations,ho~ever, the solution
of these simultaneous equations is impracticable and the
grouped at the center of gravity of the steel. '
4.14, and the stress-strain relation for the steel,must
j
compatibility equations are obtained
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where t is the flange thickness. The compressive force
considered in three stages; zero moment to Mo,Mo tO~t'
and Mt to static ultimate moment, where Mo is the moment
at which cracks begin to open and Mt i~ the moment at
which the depth to the neutral a~ds is equal to the
depth of the top -flange.
In the second loading stage, _Mo < Ml <~, the beam
is cracked and the neutral axis lies in theweb~ ~etting
the value of the dimensionless strain term E in the top
concrete fiber be El , and assuming a lineardistr~button
of compressive strains, one obtains for the value ofE
at the bottom level of the top flange
kd - t
kd ElE =
Linear stress-strain relations may be assumed for
the first loading stage and a simple elastic analysis
of the section, similar to the analysis in section 4.2,
provides values for steel stress a~~ cracking moment. In
the third loading stage the neutral axis will lie in the
top flange and the steel stresses may be determined from
an analysis of the beam assuming a rectangular section
with the width equal to the width of the upper fl~nge.
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(4.31)
(4.30)
FdE
f dy
c '
(kd-t)
kd
.fdE + (b-b I)
r
EI
EFdE
(1- L) Ekd 1
b l(1 - -)
b
f dy + (b-b I)
c
o
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kd
b l
FdE + (1 - -')b
o
o
C :;:: b I
k fl d
C = 1 C • k b l
E1
distance k2kdfrom the top fiber, and
The center of gravity of ,the compressive force isa
is therefore
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(4.32)
(4.27 )
FdE
o
b l
f 1 A = kl ft d.k· Ess c . 1
An analysis of the deformations in the beam yields
the compatibility condition represented by Eq. 4.22~ It
should howeve~ be noted that values of the bond para-
meter l' may well vary considerably from those for rect~n­
gular sections because of a possible change in the shape
of the concret.estrain distribution in the top fibers,
as represented by
a:nd
Equations for horizontal ~~uilibrium and moment equili-
brium are
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The integrals appearing in Eqs. 4.31 and 4.32 may
be evaluated without difficulty in te~ms of E1 and k,
and then Eqs. 4.22, 4.27,4.31 and 4.32" together with
the steel stress-strain relation, may be used to solve
for steel stress by a trial and error procedure. The
main difference betw~en these calculations and tAose
for a rectangular section is that k2 is now a funct~on
of k as well as Elo. It is convenient to begin the calcl,l-
lations by ~ssuming a steel stress f
sl ' and make t~ial
values of k until the correct value of ~sl is given by
Eqo 4.22. The moment corresponding to f
sl is then ob-
tained by substitution inEqo 4.27.
5.1 UNDER-REINFORCED BEAMS
In order to predict the fatigue life of a given
beam, it is necessary firs~ to determine, from the known
or assumed load history,the corresponding stress history
for the reinforcing steel. To make the transformation
from load history to stress history, use is made of
stress-moment curves which may be computed for any
- 1l.4-
In the preceeding two chapters an experimental
study was made of the fatigue properties of high strength
steel p~estressing strand and a theoretical an~lysiswas
made of the steel and concrete stresses in members sub-
jected to flexural loadings. The results obtained from
these two studies provide a means for calculating p~obable
beam fatigue life as limited by the fatigue strength of
the strand reinforcement.
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particular beam cross section using the equations
developed in Chapter 4. If the response of the beam to
load remains constant throughout the major portion of
its fatigue life, only one stress-moment relation has
to be obtained. If, however, the response of the beam
varies as a result of the fatigue loading, the load his-
tory must be broken into a number of intervals, the size
of the interval depending upon the rate of change of
beam response, and a stress-moment relation must be com-
puted for each interval.
It was seen in the beam fatigue tests described
in Chapter 2that,after an init~al sequence of repeated
loadings during which considerable changes took place in
the deflections, deformations, and cracking patterns, ..
the beams settled down to a fairly consistent response
to the repeated loadings. Values of 1 computed in
Chapter 4 from deformation measurements on the beams
under test also remained fairly constant after the initial
sequence of loadings. The results of these tests thus
indicat.e that a single stress-moment relation would
normally be sufficient - at least for beams similar to
those tested -- for determining the stress histor~, and
-116
in the following discussion it will be assumed that the
response of the beam to load remains constant.
If there are u s~milar strands present i~ the beam
section at the same level, then the probability of beam
failure at or before N cycles is
Should the strands be placed at z different levels, with
ul ' u2 ' ••• ui ' ••• Uz strands in the first, second,
•.• i-th, .•. z-th levels, then the probability of
(5.1)uQ = 1 - ( 1 - P) .
When the .beam is subjected only to repeated load
cycles of constant magnitude, the stress history will
consist of repeated stress cycles of constant ~agnitude.
After the magnitude of the stress cycle has been deter-
mined from the stress-moment relation, Eqs. 3.4 and 3.6
may be used to determine th~ mean fatigue life, N, and
th~ standaid:deviation ..of:fatigue life, D, for a singl~
strand element subjected to this stress cycle. These
two values may be used in Eq. 3.2 to determine the
number of cycles, N, corresponding to any probability
level P.
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probability of failure, P, corresponding to any number
" \ "
cycles for an individual, str~ndsubjected to the repeated
(5.2), ,
element subjected to this repeated load block, the
determine from P the probability of fatigue failure of
In the case of a beam subjected to cumulative
the beam at N cycles.
transformation into a corresponding block of stress
exactly or approximately, as a block of load cycles, and
;,.
where P.' is the probabili'~y of failure at or before N
~ ',.; ".
the stress moment relation may then be used to make the
of load cycles, N. Equations 5~1 or 5.2 may be used to
,
beam failure at or before N cycles is
cycles. Equation 3.15 will then indicate, for a strand
damage loading, the load history may be expressed as ~
CUI:'ve relating load magnitude and relative .·frequency of
occurrence (load-frequency distribution), a '~oad-frequency
stress cycles which occur\ip'the steel\at the i-th level.
histogram, or a block of load cycles as shown ~n Fig. 8.
In each case the load history can be expressed,' either
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5.2 COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
Strand fatigue failure took place in all of the
beam fatigue tests described in Chapter 2., and a com.,..
parison may now be made between observed and predicted
mean fatigue lives.
Stress-moment relations were computed for the
six beams and were used to determine the magnitude of
the stresses in the reinforcement in the beams under
the test loadings. In making the computations, a ~
value of 1.0 and a k1 value of 0.85 were adopted.
Creep-relaxation losses in the steel were not measured
during the beam tests; a value of 4 percent was however
d d h b . f f· . d b K d' (30)aopte, on t e as~s 0 ~gures quote yommen ant,
for prestressing wires. Values of applied moments and
corresponding steel stresses are shown for the six beams
in Table 19.
Since the beams contained three strands, values
of u = 3 and Q = 005 are substituted in Eqo 5 01 to give
a value of 0.206 for Po Thus, the mean fatigue life of
a beam is equal to the fatigue life at the 0.206 proba-
bi1ity level of a single strand subjected to the stress
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history of the steel in the beam. The relation between
the stress interval R and log N has been determined for
the 0.206 probability level from Eqs. 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6,
and is plotted in Fig. 49.
Use of the 0~206 probability line in F~g. 49,
together with values computed for R, provides values
of predicted mean fatigue life for beams Fl, F2, and
F4, which were subjected to constant cycle loading. In
the case of beams F5, F7, and F8, which were all subjected
to cumulative damage loading, the 0.206 probability line
provides values of N(O.206) which may be substituted<:inEq.
3.15 to give the predicted mean fatigu,e life. The com-
plete calculations for fatigue life of beam F7 are
shown in Appendix 1. Although a comparison of the values
of computed and predicted fatigue lives in Table 19 shows
a slight trend for the method to over-estimate fatigue
life, agreement is generally quite good, especially con-
sidering the variability of the phenomenon being studied.
5.3 OVER-REINFORCED BEAMS
In determining the fatigue life of under-reinforced
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beams, strand fatigue test data may be used directly
in the beam calculations since the state of stress in
the strandc.inthebeam is. essentially simple tension.
Also, since the strands are present in the beam as dis-
crete elements, the "size effect"involved in the pre-
diction of the fatigue life of u strands from the fatigue
data for one strand is taken into account quite simply,
using Eq. 5.1. A study of fatigue failure in the con-
crete compression zone of the beam, however, is compli-
cated by both size effect and the presence of the stress
gradient.
A statistical approach to the size effect and
. (2·9)
stress grad~ent problems has been made by Fowler ,
but his work, being concerned with materials such as
steel which exhibit similar s~ress-strain properties in
tension and compression, is not directly applicable to
concrete. A considerable amount of work, both analyt~c
and experimental, will be required before concrete fat~-
gue life under stress gradients can be predicted using
fatigue test data obtained from axially loaded specimens.
A simple lower bound estimate of the fatigue life
of over-reinforced conc~ete beams can however be obtained
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by determining the fatigue life of a piece of plain
concrete similar to the concrete in the beam, with
cross sectional area equal to the area of the concrete
stress block, and subjected to a pattern of repe~ted
stresses which are uniform over the cross section and
equal in value to the stresses in the extre~e fiber of
the beam.
Stress-moment relations for the concrete top
fiber may be determined using the equations derived in
Chapter 4. The non-dimensionalized concrete top-fiber
strain, El , is evaluated during the steel stress computa-
tions; the corresponding value of concrete stress is
giveQ. by Eq. 4.7. The stress histor~ for the concrete
top fiber may then be obtained from the stress-moment
relation and the known or assumed load history. Fa1;igue
test.data obtained from axially loaded test specimens
may then be used to estimate a lower bound value for
beam fatigue life.
5.4 DISCUSSION
Before a summary is made of the results of this
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investigation, several important aspects of the study
of under-reinforced f~tig~e failure will be discussed,
in order to emphasize limitations involved in the present
approac~.
Limited Applicability of Strand Fatigue Data
It was noted previously that quantitative informa-
tion on material fatigue properties must at present come
from experimental studies, and therefore that such in-
formation is restricted in application. It is important
to emphasize the limited applicability of the strand
fatigue test data obtained in Chapter 3 of this disser-
tation. All of the strand tests were conducted on un-
rusted 7/16 inch diameter strand, obtained in two lots
from the manufacturer. Although little variation was
observed between the fatigue properties of the two lots,
. considerable variation might be expected between the
products of d-ifferent manufacturers, and, quite possibly,
in the product of one manufacturer over a period of time.
. Strand which has been stored for some time and allowed
to rust will have poorer fatigue properties; some differ-
ences in the fatigue properties of strand of different
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sizes must also be expected.
More fatigue tests are obviously required to
investigate each of these effects. Such fatigue tests
may well indicate the advisability of using an equation
for mean fatigue life more conservative than Eq. 3.4;
they most certainly will indicate values for standard
deviation much greater than those represented by Eq.
3.6.
Th~ experimental study described in Chapter 3
was concerned with the fatigue properties of the strand
in the life region between 50,000 cycles and.5 million
cycles. Approximate values for fatigue limit were
adopted, on the basis of an extrapolation of the mean
S-N curves, and were used in the derivation of Eq. 3.4.
Some error in the values of the mean fatigue limit does
not however influence significantly the "fit"of Eq.
3.4 in the finite life region under consideration. A
different type of test(17) would of course be required
to establish accurate values for the probable fatigue
limit of the material.
. ,
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Size Effect
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 take into account the in-
fluence of the number of strands in the beam, and, in
effect, represent an allowance for size effect for the
amount of steel in the cross section. There is another
size effect to be considered in the longitudinal direc~
tion. If the steel stress were uniform along the length
of the beam the entire size effect for the steel would
be represented by the following equation,
Q = 1 _ (l_P)u.v ,
where v is the ratio of the length of the be~ to the
length of the strand test specimen. However, an examina-
tion of the deformations measured in the test beams
indicates that steel stress varies greatly along the
length of the beam, even in regions of constant moment,
and in fact will acquire a maximum value only at the
widest crack. This can be seen in Figs. 20, 21, and 22.
An accurate analysis of the longitudinal size
effect would involve the determination of the steel
stress at each section along the beam, the calculation
of the probability of failure i~ each increment of beam
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length, and finally, the combined probability of fail-
ure for the entire length. Such a procedure, even if
it were possible to evaluate accurately the variation
in steel stress along the beam, is clearly not feasible.
In this investigation it has been assumed that failure
will always occur in the region of maximum steel stress,
which will exist at the widest crack. Empirical values
of Jf shown in Table 18, were accordi~gly obtained
only from deformation measurements in the gag~ length
in which failure eventually occurred r In all six beam
tests the wire failures took place in the gage length
which gave the largest tensile deformation readings.
Considering Eq. 5.1, it is seen that the likeli-
hood of fatigue failure increases greatly with the
number of strands in the cross section. It should,
however, be remembered that beam fatigue failure has
here been associated with first wire failure. When
there is a very large number of discrete steel elements
present in the cross section, the consequences of fail~
ure of one or even several of them is far less serious,
and it may be necessary in such a situation arbitrarily
to define beam fatigue failure as the failure of some
proportion of the total number of elements of steel.
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Variability in Response of Beam to Load
An examination of the results obtained in Chapter
3 indicates extreme sensitivity of strand fatigue life
to small changes in the maximum and minimum stress levels.
At the 60 percent minimum stress level, for example, a
change in maximum stress level of only 14 percent, from
71 to 85, is sufficient to change the mean fatigue life
from infinity to approximately 70,000. This sensitivity
becomes more pronounced, of course, in the range of
large N and smallS values, where the mean curve is
approaching its asymptotic value. Computations for
beam fatigue life show a like sensitivity of beam fatigue
life to small variations in the loading, particularly in
the maximum load level, and also to small errors in the
computed steel stresses.
In the stress computations a number of factors
are involved which cannot be evaluated precisely in
most practical situations, and it is important to observe
the effect of variations in these quantities on beam
fatigue life. The quantities kl,lf, and prestress losses
are particularly important in this respect. Although
losses due to concrete creep and shrirlkage can be
measured accurately in laboratory test beams, accurate
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prediction of these quantities, especially under field
conditions, is almost impossible because of inherent
variability in concrete properties. In addition to the
concrete losses, a certain amount of loss occurs due to
creep and relaxation in the steel. It is difficult to
measure steel losses in the laboratory, and in the case
of the beam tests conducted in this investi~ation a 4
percent loss was assumed on the basis of figures given
by Kommendant~30) While losses in the prestressing
force do not m~terially affect the maximum steel stress
level in the loaded beam, they directly affect the minimum
steel stress level corresponding to the beam in the un-
loaded state.
To observe the variation in values of predicted
fatigue life, stress calculations were made for beam F7
using kl values of 0.85 and 1.'0, t values of 0.7, 1.0,
and 1.3, and steel losses of 2 and 4 percent. Stress-
moment relations were plotted for each calculation,
values were thus obtained for steel stresses in the beam
,due to the applied loadings, and values of mean fatigue
. life were then determined from Eq. 3.15. Results of
five different sets of calculations are contained in
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Table 20, which shows the effect on fatigue life of
variations of the parameters from the previously assumed
values of k1 = 0.85, 1 = 1.0, and 4 percent steel
losses. Variations in the factors of the order con-
sidered are seen to vary the mean fatigue life by 20
to 30 percent. It should however be noted that beam
F7 was subjected to one particularly heavy overloading
which caused a large proportion of the fatigue damage
in the beam. The value of the stress interval R for
this overload is large, in the range of 7 to 9; in
cases where the R value is small, the corresponding
variation in beam fatigue life, due to variations in
k1 , yr, and steel loss, will be larger, and may well
exceed 100 percent.
Since it will not be possible in a p~actical
situation to predict any of these factors with exacti-
tude, variability in pre~icted beam fatigue. life is
likely to be considerably greater even than that in-
dicated by the variability in the strand fatigue data.
In such a situation, it would seem advisable to treat
not only the fatigue properties of the materials as
random variables bue also the response of the beam to
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load o Thus, quantities such as f~, kl , Q, Fn , and ]V
would be considered not as single valued parameters
but as statistics with associated frequency distribu-
tions o Such a procedure, however, is clearly not
feasible until very extensive experimental work is
conducted to determine the frequency distributions
for each random variable.
The reasonable agreement obtained between pre~
dieted mean and observed fatigue life for the test
beam does however indicate the appropriateness of the
methods developed in this investigation. By adopting
suitably conservative values for parameters which are
not known exactly, the equations may be used to check
the safety against fatigue failure of partially pre-
stressed members which are cracked under load o
Effect on Beam Fatigue Life of Repeated Overloadings
In the cumulative damage tests on beams F5, F7,
and F8, the predominant load level produced approxi-
mately zero stress in the concrete at the bottom fiber;
the first overload, Pol' was large enough to cause the
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tension cracks to open, and p1;oduced a $tress in the
steel approximately equal to the fatigue limit; the
second overload, Po2' opened the crack further and
caused an overstress of considerable magnit~de in the
strand 0 In beam F5 the steel stress level correspond-
ing to load Pol was just below the fatigue limit and
hence, according to the findings of Chapter 2, did
not cause fatigue damage. Failure was brought about
in this beam by the repeated application of load P
o2 •
Load -Pol produced stress levels in beams F7 and F8
above the fatigue limit and ,:contributed significantly
to fatigue damage.
The reasonable correlation of theory with experi-
ment for these three beams, together with the conclusion
of Chapter 2 that stress levels smaller than the fatigue
limit do not contribute to strand fatigue, indicates
that loadings which cause opening and closing of the
tension cracks will only begin to affect beam fatigue
life when they produce overstresses in the steel rein-
forcement. The information. obtained in this investiga-
tion may be used to estimate beam fatigue life due to
repeated over1oadings.
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5.5 SUMMARY
An investigation was conducted into the fatigue
life of prestressed concrete beams subjected to both
constant cycle and cumulative d~age loadings. Atten-
tion was given primarily to beams which are under-
reinforced with respect to fatigue failure, i.e., to
beams in which fatigue of the tension st:eel would pre-
cede fatigue in the concrete compression zone •. The
results of the investigation are summarized below.
1. An experimental study was made of the fatigue
properties of 7/16 inch diameter high strength pre-
stressing strand. An empirical relation between maxi-
mum and minimum stress level and probable fatigue life
was developed from the constant cycle test data. The
results of cumulative damage tests showed good correla~
tion with mean fatigue life predicted by Miner's theory.
A generalized form of Miner's theory was developed to
apply at all probability levels.
2. A theoretical analysis was made of the behavior
of prestressed concrete beams under repeated loadings.
Equations were derived for the stresses in the steel
"
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and in the extreme concrete compressive fieer in members
of rectangular and I-shaped sections subjected to
repeated loadings.
3. A method of determining the probable fatigue life
of under-reinforced members was indicated, which uses the
data obtained from the strand fatigue tests, together
with the equ~tions derived in the analysis of beam behavior.
4. Static and fatigue tests were· conducted on eight
prestressed concrete beams of rectangular section. Al-
though considerable changes in deformations and deflec-
tions took place in the early load cycles, the beams
settled down quickly to a consistent response to load
which was maintained over the major portion of the load
history. Steel fatigue failures occurred in all bea~s
which were fatigue tested. Satisfactory agreement was
obtained between computed mean fatigue life and observed
fatigue life.
5. Finally, a method was indicated for obtaining a
lower bound estimate for the fatigue life of over-rein-
forced members by using the equations derived in the
theoretical analysis to determine the stress history of
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the concrete in the extreme compression fiber, and apply-
ing data on concrete fatigue life obtained from ~ati~ue
tests on axially loaded specimens.
6. NOM ENe L A T U R E
f .
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value of E at extreme concrete compre~sion fiber
width of web of I beam
modulus of elasticity of concrete
modulus of elasticity of concl;'ete in the n-th
load cycle
modulus of elast:i,.city of s~eel
crete in beams
total steel stress in steel for M >Mo
non-dimensionalized concrete stress;, F
width of rectangular beam, width of top flange of
for concrete i~ cylinders; F =
distance from center of gravity of As to center
standard deviation of log N
effective depth of beam
of gravity of A
c
cross sectional area of longitudinal tension steel
f cnon-dimensionalized concrete strain;E = ___
f u
I beam
area of concrete section
d
e
b l
Ecn
E
E
c
D
A
c
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pr~stressing force in b~am during the n-th load
cycle
prestressing force intes~ beam just prior to
first load cycle
initial prestressing force in steel prior to
transfer
full depth of concrete section
moment of inertia of steel-concrete composite
section about centroidal axis
moment of inertia of concrete area about· its
cent+oidal axis
dimensionless factor defining depth to neutral
axis at a cracked section
dimensionless factor relating concrete strength
in beam and cylinder
dimensionless factor definin~ center of gravity
of compressive force in concrete compressive
stress block
distance from crack over which full or partial
bond breakdown occurs
crack spacing
total deformation at the top fiber of the beam
over length 2 e,
c
N mean fatigue life
M applied moment
minimum stress level in a repeated load cycle
log N
probability of beam failure at or before N cycles
maximum stress level i~ a repeated lo~d cycl~
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probaQility of strand failure at orb~fore N
_ As
proportion of steel in cross section; p - --
bd
number of strands in the beam at gepth d .
cycles
stress interval; R = Smax - SL
fatigue limit corresponding toSmin
=
to open
total deformation at the steel level of the beam
over length 2,eb
p
log.N mean of log N
m
p
Mon moment in n-th load cycl~ at which cracks begin
Mol cracking moment in first load cycle
Mult static ultimate moment of beam
n number of cycles
Q
R
SL
iI
S~ax
Smin
u
X
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strain
concrete strain
steel strain
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elastic strain in concrete at the steel level due
to prestressing force Fn
prestressing force F
. se
elastic concrete strain at the steel level due to
to creep and shrinkage losses
concrete strain in top fiber of the beam
the concrete stress-strain relation
inelastic concrete strain at the steel level due
dimensionless parameter defining the shap~ of
dimensionless parameter defining the shape of the
in beams
log N
concrete stress~strain relation
concrete in cylinders; a = E •~
c k f'
1 c
dimensionless quantity defining the shape of the
concrete stress-strain relation; a = Ec ~~ . for
c
for concrete
number of levels of steel ,in beam
= log N - log N
D
t: c
f
ce
f cF
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strain increment at the cracked section corres-
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1><1> d~
1(/<P dr
x
= ~
x
= tb
bond parameter;
pondingto Mult
concrete strain in cylinder at f'
c
concrete top fiber strain at ~lt
steel strain corresponding to prestressing force
Fse
steel strain corresponding to initial prestressing
force Fsi
steel strain due to prestressing force F
n
total steel strain at the cracked section at
moment Ml :> Mo
strain increment; hoEs = Esl - f F - fcFs .
strain increment at the cracked section
f
u
f'
u
~SF
~sl
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*Inc1uding measured concrete creep and shrinkage losses
and 4 percent steel creep loss.
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CAL C U L A T ION7•.APPENDIX
7.1 BEAM PROPERTIES
b = 6.31 't
d = 8.00"
h = 12.06"
~ = 1.92"1.97"e =
As = .3267 in2
Ps = .00648
q£2.'31H~ = 929.4 in4
I -'- .•, m = 6.4
ff
= 6220 psic
E. ;:: .0023
u
F1 = F = 36.30
k
n
E
sF = 0.00397*
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
= 110 + 6.38 (239.5) 1.92
929.4
Taking f' = 0.10 f' = 622 psi,
. t c·
a) Cracking Moment in First Load Cycle, Mol
-140
+m
f~ - f~F
h . _
. 2- e + x .
= 113.3 ksi
= 239.5 in_k ,
929.4 (1.552)
=
.5.98
= I
= - 0 930 ksi. ,
[
. 1
= - 36~30 76.09 +
f = Fse
s --As
7 •2 FIRST LOAD:ING STAGE, M ~ M
o
~I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-I
= 112.2 ksi
= 144.5 ink
Column
b) Cracking Moment) n 7 1
e+X
b
..f
cF
=
-141
6.38 (144~5) 1.92
= 110 + 929.4
Mon = I h
- -2
929.4 (0.930)
5.98
The stress-moment calculations in the second load-
7. 3 SECOND LOADING STAGE) M > Mo
2. Obtain corresponding steel strains) ~ sl) from
stress-strain curve.
ing stage are shown in tabular form at the end of this
section. Details of computations are as follows.
1. Choose steel stresses) f sl ) at suitable intervals.
•
-I
I
~I
°1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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To evaluate quickly the R.H.S.of Eq. 4.26·it is
convenient to plot k against E for various values
(4.22)
(4~26)
k
€ sF - E cF)
As f s1
bd k1 f~
(f sl-
( E: sl - EsF - ~ cF)
f u If
Obtain k k2, i.e. Column 6 x Column 7.
Hence ( 1 - k k2).
Determine k2 from Eq. 4.14; again it is cqnvenient
to plot k2 agai~st E1 .
of f s1 As
bd k1 f 6
tions are satisfied simultaneously.
Make trial values of k until the following equa-
f sl As =l k [~E . + 3-2Q!E 2 + ~2E 31
bd k1 ft 2 1 . 3 1 4.1c ..
Compute
Compute ~sl - ~SF - ~cF; for Beam F7,
Compute
( {SF + t cF ) = 0.00411.
8.
9.
i.
3.
6.
5.
4.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
From the 0.206 probability lin~ in Fig. 49, the following
Valu~s of f
sl and ~ may now be used to plot a
stress-moment curve and hence obtain the following
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
10. Compute Ml from
Ml = 'fs As d (1 - k2 k)
7.4 MEAN FATIGUE LIFE OF BEAM
stresses corresponding to ~he applied load:
Load Moment: Str~sses
Kips in.k %
Pmin = 3.80 136.8 44.4
Ppred = 7.05 253.7 51.1
Pol = 9.09 327.3 60.3
P02 =10.37 373.8 67.2
SL = 0.8 (Smin) +23
= 0.8 (44.4) + 23
= 5~.6
Spred- SL = negative, therefore an understress
Sol - SL = 60.3 - 58.6 = 1.7
S02 - SL = 67.2 - 58.6 = 8.6
-143
(4.27)
~144
The mean fatigue life of the be~ i~ equal to the
number of cycles for which the probability of fatigue
(3.15)
0.3
1,678,000
1
+
0.1
1
139,400
0.718 + 0.179
R log N N
8.6 5.144 139,400
1.7 6.225 . l., 678, 000
N(P) =
=
N(0.206) =
N(0.206) = 1.12 x 106
Substituting values in Eq. 3.15:
failure in one strand is 0.206. Thus the predicted mean
fatigue life of the beam is 1.12 x 106 cycles •.
values of log Nand henceN a~e obtained.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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Cracked Section:
"f = LO k 1 = 0.85 cx:.= L4
.r~~if~ . ','.
l' f. f _(A)il- f sl -(A) As
r ~1-~}
sl Sl sl sl k k2 E ~cl k k2 l-kk .~~{}.~,"Y 1 2bdk1 1'tc
120 .00434 .00023 .00023 0.148 0.736 0.334 0.28 •• 00064 0.245 0.755 238
)
.00087140 .00498 .00087 0.172 0.541 0.336 0.45 .00104 0.182 0.818 300
160 .00570 .00159 .00159 0.197 0.469 0.339 0.615 .00141 0.159 0.841 353
180 .00650 .00239 .00239 0.222 0.429 0.346 0.78 .00179 0.148 0.852 . 403
200 .00742 .00331 .00331 0.246 0.404 0.356 0.975 .00224 0.144 0.856 449
*(A) = ~ + f =0.00411
sF . cF .
As
--------- = .001227
bd k 1't1 c
~~~B~ M = fAd (i - k k 2 ). s . s
Asd = 0.3267 (8) = 2~62
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TAB LE 1 - PRESTRESSED CONCRETE TEST BEAM PROPERTIES
,
, :ft~ .~:.. , '-
-- Fse -b d h c f' Esu Mult
..
Beam (in.) (in.) ( in. ) ( kst) p {si fce .1f c f se (kips) Mol u Static
,
7.04
.- ~
-
Fl 6.12 8.09 12.12 .00661 670 22 68 580 51.0 309.6
2 6.06 8.09 12.12 7.21 .. 00669 670 23 71 576 50.6 308.0
3 6.19 8.00 12.06 6.98 .00660 670 24 71 575 50.6 316.6 233 436 536.4
4 6.00 8.00 12.06 6.98 .00681 670 24 70 576 50.6 300.5
'F5 6.09 8.12 12.12 6.42 .00660 515 17 62 436 37.8 263.3
6 6.19 8~00 12.06 6.88 .00660 ' 510 16 63 431 37.5 257.5 264 605 545·4
7 6.31 8.00 12.06 6.22 .00648 5'00 16 70 414 35.6 248~4
8 6.25 8.00 12.06 6.83 .00653 500 16 65 419 3;6.0 241.2 (503.0)
---_._-,. ----._----'--- .. -
{~Average f1 in test sec t ion
c
Notes: All strains in in/in x ,10-5
All moments in in-kips
I
J-'
VI
J-'
•
-------------------
TABLE 2 - DETAILS OF CONCRETE MIXES
- . ~-
''----'_I---,--1 II I 1"--_11_L--II-.l1 I~ IV IIII II'-----'-L.-IV I_V------JI
Fl,5 F2,6 F3,7 F4,8
Concrete Batch Distribution
fBeams
,
Static Strength or Cylinders at
Batch Cement Water Sand Gravel Slump .' Time or Beam-Tests ..
lb. lb. lb. lb. in. -
. -, 1 2 3 , Mean rh
Fl-4 I 148 66.5 386 386 2 7240 7360 6460 7020 .
.
148 64.1 386 386 1~3/4 7090 7450 7150 7230II
III 148 64.8 386 386 2 6040 6310 6070 6140
, ..
IV 148 65.2 386 386 2-1/2 6900 6915 7100 6970
V 148 64.4 386 386 2-1/4 6990 7100 6860 6980
F5-8 I 148 73 386 386 2-5/e 6270 6570 . 6490 6440
II 148 70 386 .386 2 7230 6640 6770 6880
III 148 69 386 386 2-1/4, 6550 6610 6560 6570
IV 148 66 386 386 2-1/8 6310 6050 6440 6270
V 148 65.5 386 386· ' 1-7/8 6670 6650 6820 6710
TABLE 4 - STATIC TESTS. LOT I.STRAND
-153
TABLE 3 - RANGE OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STRAND STEEL
TABLE 5 - FATIGUE TESTS. LOT I STRAND
(Stress in Percent of Static Ultimate Stress)
= 27,300--lb.
1('
= 96 lb.
Spec imen No. Pu1t ' lbs.
BS-l 27,300
BS-2 27,300
BS-3 27,400
BS-4 27,500
Mean P
ult
Standard Deviation
,
Specimen No. Smin Smax N logN
BS-9 42 63 . 220,000 5.3424
BS-1O 40 70 122,000 5.0864
BS-ll 40 57.5 926,000 5.9666
BS-13 40 60 169,000. 5.2279
BS-14 40 56.8 1,~19,000 6.0488
Content, Percent
Lot I Lot II
Carbon 0.68 - 0.85 0.68 -0.80
Manganese 0.40 - 0.75 0.40 - 0.75
Phospho,rus 0.04 Max. 0.04 Max.
Sulfur 0.05 Max. 0.05 Max.
~I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.1
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TABLE 6 - BEAM FATIGUE TEST RESULTS
Rate ... . .. .
-- --
- of' Jack Loads, kips{!- Wire Failures, Million Cycles
Beam kge" Loading Failure(days) cpm Pmin Ppred Pol P02 Section N1 N2 N3 N4 N5
1
Fl 167 250 4.50 12.10 - - W 0.225 0.233 0.258 0.258 0.258
2 170 250 4.50 12.10 - - E 0.164 0.200 0.215 0.226 0.226
___ 0-
3 161 (Static Test) L (Crushing of' Concrete Top. Fiber)
. . .. .
4 169 250 4.50 12.10 - - W 0.139 0.146 0.164 -- --
F5 180 500 3.·80 7.08 9.14 10.17 w 1.947 2.516 2.817 2.817 2.820
-
6 156 (Static Test) L (Crushing of Concrete Top Fiber)
.,
'"
.
- -
7 196 250 3.80 7.05 9.09 10.37 L 1.167 1.437 1.467 1.552 1.580
8 168 250 3.80 7.12 9.08 10.43 E 1.136 1.557 1.586 1.587 --
~~ '.";-,
{!-Including dynamic ef'f'ect, estimated f'rom def'lection readings
~/e:
f l -
~ 1W-.~ ~. j17J/t4t J ~
.sk/ /fNt/t I:-~. . ;'-/:?~62-
I
·1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
TABLE 7 - STATIC TESTS, LOT II· STRAND
Specimen No. Pu1t' 1bs.
L 1 - S 1 28,620
L 2 - S 4 28,675
L 3 - S 5 28,650
L41 - S15 28,450
L57 - S20 28,500
L13 - S51 28,600
L70 - S52 28,520
L70 - S53 28,450
Mean Pu1t = 28,560 lb.
Standard Deviation = 89 lb.
-155
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TABLE 8 - CONSTANT CYCLE STRAND TEST RESULTS
I
Specimen Smin Smax N log NI L 1 - S 2 60 70 460,200*
I L 2 - S 3 60 80 234,400 5~36996 .
L 4 - S 6 60 80 33,000** ~--.-
I L 5 - S 8 60 75 425,500 5.62890
I L 5 -·S 9 60 70 3,306,000 6~51930
.L 9 - S10 60 75 304,800 . 5.48401
I ~L17 - Sll 60 70 5,440,600
I L17 - S12 60 85 103,000 5.01284
I L15 - S13 60 . 80 211,000 5.32428L15 - S14 60 85 70,000 4.84510.
I L41 - S16 60 85 88,300 4.94463
I L50 - S17 60 75 777,000 5.89042L50 - S18 60 80 160,000 5.20412
I L57 - S19 60 80 170,600 5.23198
I L38 - S21 60 80 121,000 5.08279
L38 - S22 60 75 863,000 5.93601
I L65 - S25 60 80 159,000 5.20140
I L65 - S26 60 85 73,000 4.86332
L36 - S28. 60 85 88,500 4.94694
I L56 - S29 60 75 768,500 5.88564
I L56 - S30 60 75 300,600 5.47799
II

I
,-158
I
Table 8 - Continued
I ,
Specimen S
min S N log NI max ..
L48 - S65 40 57.5 1,246,000 6.09552
I L20 - S66 40 57.5 1,159,600 6.06432
I L33 - S69 40 70 92,000 4.96379
L55 - S71 40 65 152,600 5.18355
I L59 - S72 40 57.5 1,082,000 6.03423
I L59 - S73 40 60 308,400 5.4~911
L 6 - S74 40 57.5 561,000 5.74904
I L 6 - S75 40 60 344,100 5.53668
I L23 - S76 40 60 274,000 5.43775
L23 - S77 40 70 . 105,200 5.02202
I L69 - S78 40 65 168,000 5.22531·
I L69 - S79 40 70 100,400 5.00173
L62 - S80 40 65 116,000 5.06446
I L11 - S87 40 80 37,800 4.57749
I L 8 - S105 40 75 36,500 4.56229
L67 - S108 40 75 54,000 4.73239
I ~L27 - Sl18 40 55 5,375,000 ----
I L26 - S122 60 72 652,800 5.81478
L53 - S124 60 72 1,873,500 6.27266
I L29 - S130 40 57.5 591,000 5.77159
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 8 - Continued
Specimen S
min S N log Nmax
L29 - S131 40 60 573,000 5.75815
L71 - S132 40 65 126,000 5.10037
L71 - S133 40 70 71,000 4.85126
J,.,31 - S1'34 40 60 359,000 5.55509
L31 - S135 40 70 76,000 4.88081 .
L37 S136 40 65 174,000 5.24055
L37 - S137 40 57.5 715,000 . 5.85431
0-+ No failure
* Premature failure in grip. Not included ·in analysis.
** . Failure at weldment. Not included in analysis.
.... --
--------- - - - --
TABLE 9 - SUMMARY OF OONSTANT OYOLE STRAND FATIGUE TEST DATA
88,300
3L.6,100
150,100
847,500
80,980
167,200
606,300
6~_
92
82 I
841
I331
27 !
1
.
...•__.-'-----_._-_..._--._~--------_._-_.,....-_ ..._-.-
Stress Levels, Fatigue Life% Static Ult. No. of -·-~----••~.__~r'~__•••___•___'._••A _____• __
-.Group Replica- N DN
1
.DN .logS Smax -min tions N
....""w,_..•~~. ,.-.,. -_.~.__..~_.. '."'--~"'-"""".-~--._--,,---_ ..._--1----.-- ..- ---_...._----- ..~--- ~_'·_A ...__
A 40 70 6 89,200 13,400 0.1503 4.9Lt
B 40 65 6 150,400 25,600 0.1705 5.17
c 40 60 6 357 ;700 121,900 0.3410 5.53
D 40 57.5 6 892,400 304,600 0.3410 5.92
E 60 85 6 81,900 13,620 0.1663 4.90
F 60 80 20 178,100 53,400 0.2998 5.22
G 60 75 7 705,630 421,900 0.5979 :5.78
N = Mean fatigue life·
DN = Standard deviation of N
logN = Mean of log N
D = Standard deviation of logN
".,,:"
{
•. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
TABLE 10 - STRAND CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS WITH TVJO MAXIMUM STRESS LEVELS
--_.- ... Stress Leve 1, %Ult. Block Shape
In Exp t tal N/Pred. NTest Specimen NeNo. No. 3min · S 3 01 <X. f3/C£ N Ne/NL . Ne/NGpred
•.
3AA:"1 L43-348 60 65 85 30,000 0.25 357,300 1.08 1.10· 1.76
3AA-2 L48-364 60 65 85 30,000 0.25 385,700 1.15 1.20 1.90
3BA-l L41"':355 . 60 70 . 85 30,000 0.25 148,OOO-li- -- -- --
JEA-2 L68-S58 60 70 85 30,000 0.25 324,300 0.95 - 1.00 1.94
L40-S121
.
60 85 0.25 417,000 1.26 2.50JEA-3 70 30,000 1.29
/'
3CA-l L54-S56 60 75 85 22,500 0.25 174,400 0.71 0.76 1.48
3CA-2 L68-559 60 75 85 22,500 0.25 266,200 1.12· 1.16 2.25
-
3DA-l L43-S49 60 65 85 22,500 0.40 335,500 1.65 1.67 . 2.15
L55-570 60 65 85 22,500 0.40
_.
263,5003DA-2 1.26 1. 31 1.69
3EA-l L54-557 60 75 85 15,000 0.40 190,200 1.10 I 1.13 1.62
3EA-2 L20-567 60 75 85 15,000 0.40 178,200 0.95 _I 1.06 1.52
3FA-l L44-554 60 80 85 15,000 -0.25 I· 155,700 1.18 1.501.17 i ..
3FA-2 _ L33-568 60 80 85 15,000
I .
0.75 i 0.76 0.970.25 L__101, 300 !j
I
N = Observed fatigue life
e . .- . -
NL = Fatigue life predictedbyE~. 3.7
NG = Fatigue life-predicted by Eqs'. 3.8 -arid 3.9
-:i-Failurein grip - not included in analysis.
-------------------
TABLE 11 - STRAND CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS WITH TWO MAXIMUM STRESS LEVELS
.. -.-
-_.
-
.. Stress Level, %Ult. Block Shape I: ExpTtal N/Pred. NTest Specimen N.-No. No. Smin S S 01 OC f3/~ e Ne/NL Ne/NGpred
-
3AA-l L43-S48 h'J 65 85 30,000 0.25 357,300 .. 1.08 1.10 1.76
-
JAA-2 L48-S64 60 65 85 30,000. 0.25 385,700 1.15 1.20 1. 90
. 3AB-l L58-S85 60 65 85 300,'000 0.25 ·221 000-1:- -- -- --,
L45-S88 65 0.25·
. .:"'-
3AB-2 60 85 300,000 96,500" -- -.- --
JAB-3 L12-S92 60 65 85_ 300,000· 0.25 540,000 1.11 1.67 2.65
JAB-4 .. L66~S91 60 65 85
.
300,000 0.25 550,000 1.24 - 1.70 2.70
3AC-l L63-S100 60 65 85 10,000 6.25 349,000 1.07 1.08 1.72
JAC-2 L61-S103 60 65 85. 10,000 0.25 390,000 ·1.20 1.20 1.92
Ne = Observed 1'a_~ igue l~fe
NL = Fatigue li1'e predicted by Eq. 3.7
NG = Fatigue li1'e predicted by Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9
-I:-Failure in grip - not included. in analysis.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 12 - STRAND CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS WITH TlrJO MAXIMUM STRESS LEVELS
---
-
Stress Leve 1, 10 Ult. Block Shape I~ Exp t tal N/Pred. NTest Specimen lIeS S Sol ~/~ Ne/NL He/NGNo. No. min pred ex
4AA-l -Lll-S86 40 40 70 30,000 0.4 232,500 0.92- 0.96 -0.ge
4AA~2 L66-S90 40 40 70 30,000 0.4 205,000 0.82 0.85 0.B7
L$A-l- L14-S82 40 60 70 30,000 0.4 -119,000 0.72 0.72 0.78
LjBA-2 L45-S89 40 60 70 30,000 0.4 143,300 0.84 0.87 0.94
.-
4BB-l L62':"S81 40 60 70 150,000 0.4 135,800 0.77 0.82 0.89
413B-2 L58-S84 40 60 70 150,000 0.4 245,000 1.25 - 1.44- 1.61
413G-l L14~S83 40 60 70 10,000- . 0.4 14B,000 0.89 0.90 0.97
.-
413C-2 L12-S93 40 60 70 10,000 0.4 135,200 0.81 0.82 0.89
-
Ne = Observed fatigue life
NL = Fatigue life predicted by Eq. 3.7
NG = Fatigue life predicted byEq. 3.8 and 3.9
- . .• . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'. '
TABLE 13 - STRAND CUMUIATIVEDAMAGE TESTS WITH THREE MAXIMUM STRESS LEVELS
.
., ,
,.
-_ ... .._--
-- ..- .-
_... - _. - .. Stress Level, %Ult. L~' Expttal N/Pred.NBlock Shape NeTest Specimen
No. No. Smin sp~ed Sol s02
'd., (3~ 0/(3 >... NelNL Ne/NG
5AA-l L46-S98 60 60 80 85 60,000 .0.4 0.4 295,700 0.97 1.01' 1.48
5AA-2 L39-S107 60 60 80 85 60,000 0.4 0.4 238,600 0.80 0.81 1. 2L~ ,
$A-l L61:-S102 60 75 80 85 30,000 0.4 0.4 235,200 1.00 1.04 1. 78
$A-2 ' 'L39-S106 60 75 80 85 30,000 0.4 ' 0.4 250,000 1.07 1.10 1.90
:' '..
.5BA-3 L53-S125 60 75 80 85 30,000 0.4 0.4 48, +00-" -- -- --
.. '
,
5CA-l L63-S101 ' 60 75 80 85 ' 30,000 0.25 0.4 172,300 0.54 0.58 1.19
"
5CA-2 ' L 8-S104 60 75 80 85 30 ,00? 0.25 0.4 232,500 0.74 0.78 1.60
.,. ...
5CA-3 L40-S120 60 75
"
80 85 30,000 0.25 0.4 147,500 0.48 0.50 1.02
r-
....
5CA-4 L26~S123 " 60 " 75/ 80 85 30,000 0.25 0.4 82, 500~t- -- -- --
" '
Ne = Observ~d, fatigue life
NL = ~~Uguelif~predicted byEq. 3.7
/,NG,·~·,o~atigUe life predicted by Eq. 3.8 and 3.9
" '
, ,
,~t-Failure in grip - not included in analysis.
-------------------
TABLE 14 - STRAND CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS WITH THREE MAXIMUM STRESS LEVELS
_....-
-- Stress Leve 1, %Ult. Exp f tal N/Pred.NBlock Shape, InTest Specimen
Smin Spred Soi "S02
Ne N'/N ' N IN'No. No. ex, ;3/0[, ~/(3 N e L e G
..
6AA-l L60-S95 40 60 65 70 20,000 0.4 0·4 238,000 1.23 1.24 1. 37
6AA-2 L19..;S96 40 60 65 70 20,000 0.4 0.4 192,000 0.97 0.99 1.10
-
6BA-l L60-S94 40 60 65 70 30,000 0.4 0.25 149,0~0 0.73 0.73 0.82
....
'"
6BA-2 L19-S97 40 60 65 70 30,000 0.4 0.25 150,000 0.73 0.73 0.83
-
6BA-3 L27-S119 40 60 65 70 ,30 000 0.4 0.25 144,800 0.69 0.71 0.80, ,
- 0'.786CA-1 ' L46:'S99 40 50 60 70 30,000 0.4 0.4 328,000 0.80 0.95
6CA-2 L67-S109 40 50 60 70 ' 30,000 . 0.4 0.4 419,000 1.01 1.02 . 1.21
,
N = Observed fatigue life
e
NL = Fat'igue life predicted by Eq. 3.7
NG = Fatigue life predicted by Eq. J~8 arid 3.9
-------------------
TABLE 15 - STRAND CUHULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS WITH TirJO MAXlMUH STRESS LEVELS
Stress Level. <faUlt. B lock Shape In Ex-p'tal N/Pred. NTest Specimen Smin Spred S /3/(£
N Ne/NL N INNo. No. 01 C£ e N e G
I
3FA-l L44-354 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 155,700 1.17 1.18 1.48
3FA-2 L33-S68 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 101,300 0.75 0.76 0.96
3FA-3 L52-3113 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 110,350 0.83 0.86 1.05
3FA-4 L52-3112 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 139,450 1.05 l.05 1. 32
3FA-5 L34-3111 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 134,950 1.02 1.02 1.28
3FA-6 L34-3110 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 101,250 0.75 0.76 0.96
3FA-7 L35-3117 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 .158,500 1.19 1.20 1.S1
3FA-8 L42-8114 60 80 85 15,000 0.25 101,350 0.76 0·.76 0.96
3FA-9 L35..:3116 60 80 85 15,000 .0.25 157,250 1.18 1.19 1.50
L42-3115
..
3FA-I0 60 80 85. lS,OOO. 0.25 i31 ,250 0.98 0.99 . 1.25
-
N
e
= Observed fatigue life
NL = Fatigue life predicted by Eq. 3.7
NG = Fatigue life· predicted by Eq. J.8 and 3.9
.. -.., I
~0\....
0'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 16 - ~2 GOODNESS OF FIT TEST*
, ' .'
CONSTANT CYCLE STRAND FATIGUE TESTS - GROUPF
Interval 0 E O-E .. (O-E)2
- oC< Z < -0.675 3 5 -2 4
-0.675 ~ Z < 0 6 5 1 1
0 ( Z < +0'.675 6 5 1 1
+0.675 ~ Z < 00 5 5 0 0
~ 20 20 0 6
log N - log NZ =
.D
0 = Observed number of test points
within interval of Z values
E = Expected number of test points
within interval of Z values
X 2 = L (0-E)2 6E = 5 = 1.20
2For three (3) degrees of freedom, X = 7.82.
·0.05
2
*The X test is described on page 85, Ref. 18.
'.
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 17 - ~2 GOODNESS OF FIT TEST*
. CONSTANT CYCLE STRAND FATIGUE TESTS . - GROUPS A THROUGH G
Interval 0 E O-E (0-E)2
-
oC < Z <,i.~1~220 4 6.33 -2.33 5.46
~
-1.220 ~ Z < -0.766 7 6.33 -0.67 .44
-0.766 ~ Z < -0.430· 5 6.33 ....1.33 1.78
-0.430 ~ Z < -0.-140 4 6.33 -2.33 5.44
-0.140 ~ Z < +0.140 9 6~33 +2.67 7.1.2
+0.140 ~ Z < +0;430 4 6.33 -2.33 5.44
-+0 .430 ~ 'z < -+0: 766 11 6.33 +4.67 21.70
+0.766 ~ Z < +1.220 10 6.33 +3.67 10.34
1.220 ~ Z < + 00 3 6.33 - 3.33 10.11 I
L 57 57 +5.33 67.83
z = log N- log N
D
0 = Observed number of test points
within interval of Z va,lues
E = Expected number of test points
within interval of Z values
2:. (0-E)2 67.83=',.10.07
E E·
2
FO];'i'eight <a) degrees of freedom, X· ,= ,.~.; 15.51
0.05
*The t,} test is desGribed on page 85, Ref. 18.
*Computed from deformations measured at
M = 450 kip inches.
F2* 0 1.71 1.42
15.3 1.26 1.06
36.7 . 1.14 0.95
,
61.0 1.16 1.01 .
91.5 1.14 0.95
! Percentage I iBeam
I
of i
Fatigue Life ! k1 1.0 k 1 = 0.85I =
F1* 0 - -
4.4 1.72 1.4'3
26.7 1.58 1.32
100.0 1.46 1.21
TABLE 18 - ]V VALUES FROM BEAM TEST. DATA
. -169
0.77
1.10
0.74
0.69
1.32
. 0.89
0.87
0.82
o
18.0
43.2
79.1
F4*
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
:1
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Table 18 - Continued
Percentage y
Beam of
Fatigue Life k1 = 1.0 " k1 = 0.85
F5** 0 - 0.93
1.5 1.02 0.62
4.6 0.69 0.62
,15.4 0.69 0.62
30.8 0.69 0.62'
46.2 0.69 0.62
61.6 0.69 0.62
86.3 0.69 0.62-
F7** 0 1.55 1.27
2.6 - 1.25 1~08
7.7 1.14 0.97
25.7 I 1.14 0.97
51.4 I 1.14 0.97
77.2 1.14 0.97
**Computed from 4eformation readings at
M = 378 kip inches~
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Table 18 - Continued
Percentage y
Beam of
Fatigue Life k = 1.0 k1 = 0.851
F8** 0 - -
2.6 1.15 0.98
7.9 1.10 0.93
13.2 1.10 0.93
21.1 1.10 0.93
29.1 1.01 0.85
39.7 1.10 0.93
52.8 1.15 0.98
66.·0 1.10 0.93
90.0 1.15 0.98
,
**Computed from deformation readings at·
M = 378 kip inches.
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TABLE 19 - COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND COMPUTED BEAM FATIGUE LIVES
H
... _"0 _, .. ..
-
-
.
.. .. - ~, - . - - - - .. ,
-
- ; .-_. - ._~ .. ...
Moments, in-k. Stresses, fa Static U1t.
-- .. :- Ifp Ne--" .. ...
Beam M Mpred M01 M02 S S S S 106 106min min pred .01 02 x x
..
Fl· 162 436
- -
62.5 79.8 - - .179 .• 225
F2 162 436 - - 62..0 79.4 - - .191 .164
F4 162 436 - - 62.0 79.8 - - .170 .139
F5 136.8 254.6 329 366.4 46.9 ·52.0* 60.6 66.0 2.300. 1.947
,
,
F7 136.8 253.7 327.3 373.8 44.4 . 51.TiI-· 60.3 67.2 . 1.120 1.167
F8 136.8 256.3 327.0 375.2 45.4 50.0* 60.3 67.6 1.310 1.136
J
Notes: ~t- Understress
,
E'p = Predicted mean fatigue life
Ne ::::; Observed fatigue life
I
....
"'-J
N
---------- 11
TAB LE 20 ... EFFECT OF PARAMETERS %STEEL LOSSES
ON l\fEAN FATIGUE LIPE~~
I i% s. S . S02 SL Nt I m:Ln 01.k~ Steel % 1.06 ./ I Losses % % .. d! x. /0r--· ,
0.85 0.7 I 4 44.1.~ 58.8 65.0 ·58.6 1.96
0.85 1.0 4 44.4 60 ~ 3 67.2 58.6 1.1.2
0.85 1.3 I 4 44.4 61.1 68.7 58.6 0.78!
I
0.85 1.0 2 45.4 60.3 67.2 59.3 1.47
1.00 1.0 4 44.4 59.9 66.8 . 58.6 1..32
~~Computationmade f·or Beam F7.
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FIG. 7 - BEAM TEST SET-UP
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FIG. 9 - CENTER- LINE DEFLECTIONS, STATIC ULTIMATE TESTS - F3 ,F6
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FIG. 8 - LOAD BLOCK FOR BEAM CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TESTS
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FIG. 15 - MID -SPAN DEFLECTIONS, STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADS - BEAM· F2
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FIG. 43 - LOAD BLOCKS FOR CUMULATIVE DAMAGE
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